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Contract Signed Between Fulton
Electric Plant Board And KU

The News Reviews Many Big Stories Occur:
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Se, cost: gIVES hous. ing authority funds; Fulton Circuit Court to convene Ut. Monday.

By Ouida Jewell
A contract has been signed be- time either party
may cancel the
tween the Fulton Electric Plant contract if they
The year 1961 was one of the busiest and progr
so desire.
esBoard and the Kentucky Utilities
The Plant Board has already sive years for the twin cities of
Fulton, Ky. and South
Company for the city to purchase employed
the firm of Stein Bros. Fulton, Tenn. And
many big news stories developed
the electrical distribution system and Boyce fot',e purpose of sellin the City of Fulton.
ing the bonds with which to buy here that received nationwide publicity for our towns-The basic price the Plant Board the system.
Fulton voters voted most of the stories being good ones.
will pay for the system is $553,- overwhelming
ly last November
The best news to be spread on the ;- :t.e.s of
000. This price will be subject to for the Plant
The
Board to enter into
News, and other newspapers, was the announceme
additions or retirements the com- condemnation
proceedings to purnt
pany has abode to the system at chase the distrib
ution system in that the Fulton Plant Board had signed a contr
'the time the board takes over the the city. At
act
with
the time of the elec- Kentucky Utilit
ies to purchase its facilities here. Other
operation of the plant.
tion residents were promised a 10
Also, contained in the contract percent rate
stories causing much comment were in connection
reduction if and
with
is the provision for the Plant when the system
became munici- Fulton city politics.
Boaord to purchase a fringe area pally owned
.
And there were many, many big elories taking
of several miles around the city
Clyde Williams, Jr., chairman of
of Fulton. About 100 customers the Electri
c Plant Board started place in Fulton and South Fulton during the year. We
are now being served in thisarea. that all presen
t employees of the have scanned the pages of The News for the
The price set for this area is KU Compa
past year
ny now connected with and beloyk
rare listed the front pages, headline stories for
$87,000. This price will also be ad- the operat
SAM SIEGEI.
ion in Fulton would
justed at the time the board takes have the
honored on special day here
choice of remaining with 1961.
over operation of the system by the compa
January 1-KU
will
meet
ny or staying with the
Jan. 5-Colonel'Burrow and his Group
the number of customers being system when
undertakes research prothe Plant Board as- WCMES Jan. 12 to discuss sale of all-girl band appearing in WFUL's jects
of vital resources. Paul Westserved.
facilities; $300,000 high school Polio Auctio
sumes operation.
n; Robert Foulkes pheling is a mernbe
The two groups have been ner of the comWarren Anderson, superintend- building to be built in South Ful- dies of heart attack Tuesda
y.
mission; Power Board meets KU
gotiating the sale of the property end of the
Jan. 12 - State Development today
local KU Company ton in near future.
since December of last year.
in
Louisvi
lle;
Council sets
here, and Robert Burrow, also
The Electric Plant Board will with the local
operation, have
buy their power supply from the both decline
ALWA
YS
d the offer of the job
Kentucky Utilities Company at of superi
IN
ntendent of the plant
"NU
the established wholesale rate for when
WITH Wiell
the municipal system starts
a period of five years. After this operati
on.

KU Through Selling,
Fairman Tells TVA Group
The Kentucky Utilities Co. has
no thought of selling any more of
its Western Kentucky holdings
and it sees no reason for a meeting between its representatives
and those of Citizens for TVA
West of the Cumberland, KU
President Floyd I. Fairman notified the president of the latter organization December 22.
,The company's reply to the organization's request for a meeting
"sometime after the first of the
year" was contained in a letter received by State Rep. Hoyt Barnett

of Hickman, president of the proTVA group.
Barnett, at the direction of his
board of directors, had requested
the meeting to discuss matters
"relative to the formation of our
organization."
Fairman's reply was firm and
to the point:
"In reply to your letter of Dec.
12. I want to positively state that
inasmuch that we do not plan to
sell or otherwise dispose of any
more of our property than we
were compelled to sell in Padu(Continued on page eight)
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Jan. 19-Lions Club to take over
radio auction for city park beautification project; PaWhikiewicz is
chairman of Boys' Baseball; News
Editors attend press convention.;
Southern Bell purchasing 125
poles from KU in South Fulton
System.
Jan. 26-Army Secretary Elvis
Stahr invited to be sneaker at
Jaycee Board meeting; 300-500
guests expected; .Toe Tress appointed to fill postmaster's job at
Fulton; Wilson Wyatt to speak at
annual C of C meet; Lion's Club,
Polio Auctions continue; Derby
Cafe to sponsor six-hour coffee.

BILL iti)
to act as City Manaki

Feb. 2-Politicos speculate on lems of operating funds; Ii.
candidates to seek post held by trot program begins in Tv- .
State Rep. Treas; city officials his Next Monday. Feb.
cope with complaint, ,,nd prob(Continued on page- f)'.- ,
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County Administration To Find
New Bookkeeping System Available

1961

Single Copy, 10c
Yearly Trade Area
Elsewhere in U. S.

53.00
si oo

Number 52

March Of Dimes Fund Drive To Start On
Tuesday,January 2; Leaders Named

County administrations through- structi
ons, designed to withstand
out Kentucky will find a new uni- consta
nt use, will be placed in the
form bookkeeping system avail- office
of each • county treasurer
able to them after the first of the and
county court clerk. Each Mrs. Hendon Wright, chairman tor the 1962 Marc in he polio chapter's \eork f ,r '
year,
h
county judge and county attorney
of Dimes Fund Drive, announced today that the drive county has served in ,i:!•
The Uniform System of Ac- will receive a less durabl
e copy
pacibes IT. la-eymo, y,
counts for Counties has been de- for informational purpos
will start on Tuesday. January 2.
es.
accer'
signed by the Kentucky Depart"The purpose is To provide adeMrs. Wright and Mrs. Paul held
cant
)
.
mornin
g.
Fulti
Mo!a-lay
ment of Finance through the de- quate information
essential to West pheling, Fulton County through Friday, from 9:30 wail
partment's State local-finance of- county officers
attended" the ,.late 10:30 at the Fulton-S, cith
managing county Chairman
"
ficer, Commissioner Robert Mat- fiscal affairs and
provide the tax- meeting for the polio foun, hdion Chamber of Commerce offi,,
thews, Jr., has announced.
payer information on how the held in Louisville in November.
Saturdays the auctions v
"Essentially, the new system, management of county
The month long radio auctii'm tield from 1 to 4
affairs is
p. in.
designed for all counties will being carried out
over
Baiiio
Station
WFITT,
svitl I,
at any
Mrs Wrii41,1,
vaiir!i,
furnish information necessary to the year," Magill stated. time of
COUNCILS MEET
permit
county
govern
The
ments
to
State
betlocal-finance officer
A large crown is expecied to atCrl•:1.-1`11 the
tend the first meeting of the new ter manage their own fiscal affairs is responsible for approving counKentucky and ::.i•
mayor and city commissioners on with less effort. At present, in ty budgets and giving technical
Ch:tpliT
Tuesday night, January 2, at 7:30 many counties, it is time-consum- assistance to persons responsible
that it ''a n- for It
p. m. at the Fulton city hall. Also, ing to find out exactly what status for managing the county governvi
'an New brac, s. pet
the South Fulton city council is the fiscal affairs of a county are ment.
to the .clinic, some
Magill stated he would have
due to meet in regular session at in at any given time," Matthews
finements, shoes tray,' ,
explained.
two men available to visit
Gene H. Brown, manager of the the South Fulton city
counties
hull on
and medicines are (bo
Dave Magill, the State local- to help install and
Fulton Southern States Co-Opera- January 2.
explain the
finance officer, said permanently system. However
tive store for the past three years
Almost every Kentuckian is aware that the 1962 bility of the local chant,
the presentaportion of the money trom the
bound copies of the manual of in- tion to be mailed,
SHOTGUN BLAST
or so, has resigned to accept a
rtsmn contains legislature faces a tough probl
em in realigning the drives remaining in the county
much self-explanatory
position as assistant County Agent
An unknown gunman fired a
material state's congr
essional districts in order to reduce their treasury. Support for the March
that county officsals will
of Hopkins County, with head- shotgun blast into the back
find
end of
of Dimes behiedi develop today's
valuable before lie visit
quarters in Madisonville, Ky.
an au_tornobile parked at the home
of the number from the present eight to the required seven. life-saving
polio vaccine. Now, the
Frankfort field stl,ff, he pointe
He will move to Madisonville of,4C J. Luther, plant manager at
d But not nearly as many know that the legisl
ators also National Foundation is doing treout.
December 28th.
American Mettl Products Co..
face a State Constitution mandate to redistrict both mendous research to prevent
"What we are trying to
Brown will be succeeded by Ken Monday night, Union City police
do,"
other crippling diseases such as
Magill explained, "is to provid
Houston here. Houston has been reported today. There was no one
e a branches of the legislature itself.
birth defects and arthritis.
means that will permit county
assistant manager for the past in the automobile when the inciofThis is pointed out by Dr. Mal- points otit. As a result, there
ficials to make sound plans for
dent occurred, officers said, and
two years.
are
the use of the funds available and colm E. Jewell, assistant professor great inequalities of representaHouston underwent an emerg- there were few clues today as to
The absolute final filing date to
increase the efficiency cif their of political science at the Univer- tion.
ency appendectomy last Sunday in the identity of the man who fired for applica
tions for a Kentucky operati
ons, all to the benefit of sity of Kentucky, in an article
Jackson, Tennessee while he and the charge.
The smallest senatorial district
Veterans Bonus has been anwhich appears in the current issue
the taxpayer."
Mrs. Houston were visiting her
now has a population of 45,122,
nounced and certified as Decem"Revi
of
ew
of
Govern
ment,"
An illinois boy, whose ident..
Techni
cally, the new system is
,rents there, and it presently
while the largest single-county
ber 31 at midnight (CST). This is
foolproof if properly kept. It is
The State Constitution, Dr. senatorial district (Fayette) has was not learned, was slightly d•Fonfined to room 401, Jackson
as stated in the Veterans Bonus
especially helpful- in keeping pro- Jewell reminds, requires that both 131,906. The smallest representa- jured in a two car collision on tbe
General hospital.
I.
as passed in House Bill No. per
accounts of the ever-increas- branches of the legislature be re- tive district has 11.364 people, Martin Highway north of McC,41The local Southern States Co85 (1960).
ing types of funds which mix lo- districted every 10 years. This and the largest single-county dis- nell Tuesday evening about 6.
Op annuonced today a complete
This should be of interest to all
The boy was taken to the MarCal. State and Federal monies used was last done, he 'says. in 1942. trict (Hardin) has 67,789.
modernization program of its
eligible Kentucky veterans who
tin Hospital in a Doug Murphy
for construction of highways, air- The requirement was ignored by
mill, beginning December 28th. A
"The effect of the present sys- ambula
have not yet filed for their bonus.
nce. Martin city police inports, hospitals etc., he said.
legislators during the 1950's.
three-week shut-down of the
tem," Dr. Jewell , writes, "is to
Applications postmarked after the
vestigated.
•Since Magill and Commissioner
mill will be necessary at that time
Another name has cropped up deadline, by law, must
give
some
In
citizen
,
the
s
20
reality
in
years
onesince
the last
be rejected Matthews announced
The two cars involved were Pl.for installation of new equipment, as a possible aspirant for the and return
the project redistricting, over two-th
ed to the veteran.
irds of fourth, one-sixth, or even one- nois cars. One hit a bridge
at a county judges' meeting in
Brown told the News Wednesday. Democratic gubernatorial nomina
abiiKentucky counties have lost popu- tenth of the vote that other citi- ment
and went into the path H
December, 10 reoliests for instalTO HAVE EXHIBIT
tion in 1963.
lation while some of the larger zens have in legislative elections. anothe
r car.
•
In a Courier-Journal story pubFrank Gunter, assistant profes- lation of the system have been re- urban countiek. have crown rapid- In the next decade or two the
ceived, Magill said.
lished recently, Kyle Vance reports sor of art at Murray State Colleg
the UK pol!' 0 I
will
grow increasingly
scientist state
e,
from Frankfort that Dr. Adron will hold his second one-man
urban, and it needs a legislature
exDoran, president of Morehead, has hibition of paintings at the Hilda
sensitive to the needs of urban as
The following persons were patibeen aproached by influential Carmel Gallery, New York City,
well as rural citizens."
ents in the local hospitals WedDemocratic party leaders in the from Jan. 7 through Jan. 25.
nesday morning:
EXHIBIT AT MURRAY
state who Suggested that he keep
Following the New York exhibiFULTON HOSPITAL
Larry K. Kropp. Murray State 'The standing
tion, the University of Kentucky
himself available for the race.
Lewis Burke, Fulton, Route 3;
College, art major from Farming- 1962 have hren
A native of Graves County, Dr. will hold a one-man exhibition of
Charles E. Wright, Chairman of Watts,
b.,: a
Joe Ross, Hickman, Route 4; Mrs. Doran served
2nd. David E. Fields, 3rd. ton, Mo.. will hold his senior art G lynn Bushar
as principal and his work.
t, president of t
the
Fulton
County
Soil
Conser
vaHarry M. Watts.
Alvin Stewart, Water Valley; Mrs. coach at Wingo
exhibit
ion
in
club.
ths"Murr
•
"
ay
State
High School for a
tion District, announces the winHarry Sublette, Sr., Cayce; Mrs. number of years,
Gallery *Jan. 4-16. The exhibit will . They are as
and was also
ners of the 1961 Soil Conservation
follows:
CAYCE GRADE SCHOOL ••.
John
McClanahan Crutchfield; State Representati
consist
of
36
pieces,
includ
ing
wa- Dr. R. V. Putnam. chairman, Max
ve and Speaker
Essay Contest. There were 406 1st. Jimmy S. DeMyer, 2nd.
Debbie Grissom, Water Valley, of the Houes.
tercolors", oils, sculpture. drawings, McDade, Mrs. C.
essays written in Fulton County Cheryl Menees, 3rd: Ruth Alice
II. MeD:,• '
Route 2; Mrs. Paul Cathey, Fulton;
ceramics serigraph's, and photo- Purchasing and Greens
He formerly was a Fulton newsHigh, Hickman Grade School, Adams.
I.
Mrs. Fred Clark, Fulton; Marsh paper editor.
graphs
.
Fall,
Jr..
chairm
an. Horton .
There is a severe Gamma Cayce Grade School, Carr Grade
Dew, Sharon; Nancy Holland, FulCARR
and
Vance's source said Doran has Globulin shortage, states
GRAD
Wenda
E
l
SCHO
Butts;
OL- 1st.
House, 1'.
the School and Fulton High.
EXPLORERS HAVE PARTY
ton; Morris Wiley, Fulton; Will made no
Jeanie Hinton 2nd. Leslie CheatBoyd chairman; Swimming 1\4!
commitments, but that Kentucky State Health DepartThe Explorer Post No. 43 had
The County Winner was Lynn ham,
McDade, Fulton, Route 3; Mrs. he should
Joe Hall, chairman, Mrs.
2rd. Betty Beadles.
be expected to become ment.
Cecd
their Christmas party Saturday
Williamson (Fulton High School),
Will McDade, Fulton, Route 3; seriously interes
Wade and Les Giddings. •
ted if conditions
At the present time, the de- son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Archie Hornsby, Fulton; Mrs. become
HICKMAN GRADS SCHOOL- night at the Jaycee hall. Members
T. R. WilBudget
more favorable.
and
Financ
partme
e. Mrs. Park,:
nt is able to furnish liamson. The runner-up was Jane 1st. Michael
Noah Humphreys Fulton and Mrs.
Taylor, 2nd. Bill and their dates attended.
Doran's backers offer no sug- Gamma Globulin for any
Weaks and J. D. Hales; NOMill:
house- Warren (Fulton High School), Bailey, 3nr. Jase Voorhe
i1Charles Murphy, Sr., Fulton.
es.
gestion that he is in line at pre- hold contact of
ing, Charles Pawluk
OFFIC
IALS
SWOR
iewicz, Dr.
N IN
hepatitis, and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Mrs. Thomas Cole, Water Val- sent to repres
Ward
Bushar
ent either of the expectant women exposed to Warren.
The
t
new
and
South
C;
Fulton mayor
FULTON HIGH SCHOOL D. Jone-,;
ley; Mrs. Ray Miller, Fulton; Bill two major Democr
Entertainment, Richard Mya
atic factions in ruman measles during the first
t,
School winners were as follows: 1st. Lynn Williamson, 2nd. Jane nd city councilmen were sworn
Morris, Fulton; and Buell Fulch- Kentucky.
chairm
an,
Mrs,.
in
at
a
trimest
ceremo
Jean
er
ny
Tuesda
sk
,
\
f
pregna
Smith,
y
night at
ncy.
Mrs.
F. C. H
S.-1st Johnny H. Warren, 3rd. Barry Roper.
er, Fulton, Route 4.
They believe, however, that he's
Herbie Hunt Mrs. Dick Meacha
7:30 at the City Hall.
rn,
HYLLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Stanley Jones, Mrs. Bill
qualified as a compromise candiFosHarry Pittman, Walter Lester, date in either
sett, and Mrs., R. B.
camp-more like
Goulcie
r;
Curtis Thurmon, Mrs. Kate Bur- that of the
Membership,
Combs administration.
Rodney
Miller.
gess, John Milner, Raymond FortVance reports that the movechairnian, Bill Adams and
Mrs.
ner, James Windsor, Frank Welch ment for Doran
Paul Westpheling; Ken
is keyed more
- Tenn
and Mrs. Eva Hopkins, all of closely at the
Tourney Max McDade.
moment to the AdFulton; Gordon Oliver, Dresden, ministration's seemin
By Ouida Jewell
neighbor and her roomer, a report- died at Jones
Hospital supposedly
g inability
Buford Bennett, Water Valley; to agree on a
TRUCK TO BE HERE ,
"We're gathered here under very strange and un- er and a local city official.
to take care of some business in
candidate who can
John P. Emmerson, Pilot Oak; J. unify anti
The truck front the Men's
It
was
a
Tulsa,
solemn
and unusual
has not been heard from
-Chandler Democrats.
usual
condi
tions
we're
and
Social
sad
becau
se
we are in the occasio
A. Mitchell, Wingo; Dale CumService Center of. the Salvat
one young man said, since.
His political background, Vance
ion
presence of death. The thing that makes us sad is that "I haven and
mings, South Fulton; Hubert Car- states, is such, on
Army
is
never
been
schedu
to anything
led to be in Fulton.
the other hand,
Mr. and Mrs. Provost were stayter, Route 1, Fulton.
on Monday, Jan. 8. For
one person somewhere in this world who ha' like this before." This was prob- ing at the Fulton
that he can go to the post on the there
'pickup
Plaza Court,
JONES HOSPITAL
Chandler side in he unlikely event little respect for life
when she was stricken and trans- service call the Chamber Of Comand no sense of reverence in the ably true of everyone there.
Mrs. Roy Jackson Dukedom, E. that A. B.
merce office, phone 43.
Temporary interment was in the ferred to Jones Hospital.
Chandler decides
presence of the dead."
J. Joyner, Fulton, Mrs. Weldon againt running
for an unprecemausoleum at Fairview Cemetery.
The stranger in our town was
Thus said the Rev. Oakle: band a*few hours later.
King, Route 3, Fulton; Margaret dented third term.
ATTEND FUNERAL
Final burial will be in one of the not laid
to rest without flowers.
Jackson Dukedom; Mrs. S. H.
The very small group, gathered local cemete
The Rev. J. L. Leggett,
Dr. Doran is extremely popular Woodside, pastor of the Cumberries here, after *the Win Whittle!, Hugh
pastor
Lowery, Crutchfield; Mrs. Ida In West Kentucky,
Fly, Norman of the First Methodist
and has made land Presbyterian Church, speak. at Whitnel Funeral Home chapel investigation of her true identity Terry, Herber
Church,
t Goulder and a few Stanley Jones,
Craig, Grover Dallas, Mrs. Robert many friends in
both of Fenton and
East Kentucky ing at the opening of the funeral here. Friday morning at 930 for and of her husband's whereabouts others saw
to it that even though Dr. Fred Sherril
Rucker, Mrs. T. J. Smith, Jr., all since assuming the
the last rites of Mrs. Virginia M. is completed
l of Montgomery,
presidency of service for a stranger,
by the FBI, State she was deserted by
who died Provost of Tulsa, Okla., was
of Fulton and Chester Jackson of Moreehad, where
those who Ala., attended the funera
corn- Police and Social Security Office. knew
his administra- in our town December
l service
her
at
12,
the
and
time
was
Water Valley.
of death, she for Dr. Lou Tatom, First
posed of the funeral director, his
tion has been very successful.
Mrs. Provost's husband, who was laid
Methodeserted by her presumed hus- two assista
to rest with proper re- dist missionary
nts, his brother, a left Fulton three hours
to
Bolivia
, Thursafter she spect
day at Gainesville, Fla.

Gene Brown To
Become Agent In
Hopkins County

Kentucky Legislature Is
Due For Redistricting

December 31 Is
Final Date For
Vets To File

Boy Injured In
Two-Car Collision

Doran Hinted
As Aspirant
For Governor

HOSPITAL NEWS

Local Winners Of Conservation
Essay Contest Are Announced

Severe Gamma
Globulin Shortage

Group Gathers For Last Rites Of Deserted Stranger

Committees For
v1962 Named

We Should Consider Ourselves on the Brink of Great
Achievement During the New Year, and Prepare!
The old year of 1961 will pass
intc history Sunday at midnight, and
while it has held its share of joys and
sorrows for all of us, let us look forward to the year ahead, not backward
at the year past.
What is past is past; what is
ahead is, in a large measure, what we
want to make it be.
Here in Fulton we sit on the brink
of great expectations. We face -the
prospects of new and large-scale industry coming into our midst; we are
located near the greatest inland waterway of the nation—one that is increasing its traffic flow and its water
front locations by industry by leaps
and bounds year after year; we are
located near what will soon be the
gigantic playground of mid-America
—the twin Kentucky and Barkley
lakes; we are strategically located at
the distribution crossroads of midAmerica; we are lnated in a low-density population employment area
that is being eagerly sought by industry seeking to move from highdensity _high-cost areas; we are located on a great mid-western railroad
that offers us every advantage that'it
offers its great terminals in Chicago
and New Orleans; we are located
within easy access of the new transcontinental super-highway network
that is rapidly taking shape on all
fronts; we stand to be benefactors of

an aggressive State administration
that has dedicated itself to bringing
more industry, more employment and
higher standards to all Kentuckians—
and that includes us too.
So let us face the year 1962 with
much optimism, realizing that in a
large measure,it will be whatever we
want it to be. During 1962 we will be
visited by numerous strangers seeking to settle in our midst.(we were in
'61, '60, '59, '58, '57, etc). Let us be
clean in appearance, aggressive in our
spirit and cordial in our welcome. Let
us be proud of our twin communities,
;upport every incive to make them beta
ter and more efficiently operated; let
us be proud of our homes and our
places of business, and make them attractive and happy places to live and
work; let us be proud of our farms,
our herds, our flocks, and our crops
.In such an environment we can assure ourselves of growth and progress. No stranger, prospecting for a
new location for his industry, is going
to get interested in an apathetic community. He seeks—along with a desirable location—enthusiasm, interest, cleanliness and progress to match
his own state of thinking!
Fulton and South Fulton are
blessed with more than their share
of most everything in advantageous
Location and facilities. Look ahead to
the first opportunity you have to tell
someone about them.

The Gripes of a Few have Received more Publicity
Than the Willingness of Many in the Reserves
The nation's armed forces reserve program, long heralded as a
fast and dependable method of bolstering the regulars with large reinforcements of trained and "ready"
supporting strength, has had a major
test this year of 1961.
It hasn't been easy on those
thousands of -Reservists who have
been called to active duty and who
have had to leave their communities
and their established means of livelihOod for a sojourn in the military.
But whether the sudden change
of life was easy or not is not thething
that matters; Reservists were in the
reserve voluntarily and for just one
purpose: to serve as reinforcements'
when they were believed to be needed. If an individual had any qualms
at all about serving in this emergency-active capacity, he should have
been a man about it and removed
himself from the Reserve if he had
already served his time.
Practically every Reservist called
to active duty this fall has accepted
his role as a good citizen and willing
participant, even though in many instances it has cost hini dearly. We
have talked personally to dozens of
(0 men in this category and know of only
one case where a member of a paid
active reserve unit backed out when
Ow unit was called. We understand
on good authority that he_is now in
▪
- a category where he need not be depended on again.
It is unfortunate and regrettable
that this whole fine program has been
publicly low-graded by the griping of
a literala handful of Reservists who
• have complained of the conditions
they had found in the camps.
Iti, s unfortunate nad regrettable
that the public doesn't know that
nractically all of the griping has come
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
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Voted "Pest All Around" In class in Kentucky
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

wledge."

chmond 250 Union
And In
prisoners ad a happy Christmas.
They weer exchanged for the
same number of North Carolina
men who had been captured at
Ft. Hatteras. The Tarheels had
ii.een under the care of a Lt. Casey

McFsatfors

©Elam jewell.11
I hope all of you had a very
nice Christmas. We did. My sister
was here for several days and relatives and friends came a calling.
We had as our weekend guests my
aunt uncle and cousin, Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Hamlett and son, Edwin, of Jackson. Then, there were
family get-togethers at Clinton,
Mayfield, Fulton and Jackson. It
was all very nice!

N

"Let's skip the annual report to stockholders this year:"
FROM THE FILES: - -

Turning Back The Clock-Dee. Ilk 1941
Miss Lucille King of this city,
who recently received word of the
death of her brother, Paul Thomas
King, member of the U. S.-Navy,
received a message last Wednesday that the first report was in
error and that Paul Thomas was
not killed. The riport stated that
he was alive and would probably
write to his relatives as soon as
possible.
The Red Cross War Chest fund
for this end of Fulton County was
set at $2,000, and this goal has
been reached. However more
money is needed in this fund and
those who have not made their
contribution are urged to do so at
once.
Joe D. Davis is chairman of the
War Chest committee and all donations may be made at the City
Coal Company office.

I

trol car in Missionary Bottom to
make their regular round of patrol duty in the district. While in
Patton's, a negro cafe, for a brief
check-up, M. L Gooden, colored,
qf Paducah, who is believed to
have been drunk. is alleged to
have climbed into the police car
and took off. The officers found
the car gone when they returned
to continue their patrol duties.
The car was stolen about 7:45
p. m. It was found next day
wrecked in th cereek bed just off
the Mayfield highway near the
city limits. Evidently the thief
was so drunk, and was driving so
fast, that he was unable to make
the sharp curve at that point. The
ditch was so deep, and the car
surrounded by willow trees, that
it was practically impossible to see
the demolished car from the high-- way.

We are so sorry that Eva Hopkins, bookkeeper at The News
took ill last week and is spending
Christmas in Hillview Hospital.
We hope for her a speedy recovery.
Thanks to Mrs. Wright over in
South Fulton, who says she enjoys reading my column. She's a
fine little lady.

Waiblasta
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Those who want much are always much in need.
—Horace
Human life is a constant want
and ought to be a constant prayer.
—Samuel Osgood

of their ancestors' deaths. Sometimes this results in startling
statements. Here are a few which
originally appeared in the British
Medical Journal:
"Mother died in infancy" . . .
"Father went to bed feeling well
and the next morning woke up
. "Applicant does not
dead" .
know cause of mother's death, but
states that she fully recovered
from her last illness."
"Grandfather died from gunshot wound caused by an arrow
shot by an Indian." . . . "Applicant has never been fatally
sick" .
"Grandfather died suddenly at
the age of 103. Up to this time he
bid fair to reach a ripe old age."
. . "Mother's last illness was
caused from chronic rheumatism,
but she was cured before death."

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Owen Exton of Everett,
Mass., on the birth of a baby boy,
born December 25 at the Wakefield, Mass. hospital. The ibaby
weighed four pounds and 15 1-2
Congratulations to Miss Joyce ounces. Th'k baby's father is the
Dean Owens, popular Fulton High son of Mr. and Mrs. Milton L.
school senior, who has been se- Exum of Fulton.
lected as one of the finalists in the
Miss Southwest Kentucky Pageant,
Saw Mr. and Mrs. John Emerto be held at Mayfield February son of Pilot Oak over the holi23, under the auspices of the days and they were telling me of
Mayfield Lions Club. _
their son, Pfc. John D. Emerson,
_ She is the daughter of Mr. and who has been in Germany for. the
Mrs. Robert Allen Owens of 804 past two months. He is stationed,
Vine Street. Mr. and Mrs. Owens with a hospital in the supply deare owners of the.Owens Flower partment. Pfc. Emerson has been
Shop here.
in the Army for 'several years
now. His address is: Pfc. John D.
In the latest issue of the Emerson, RA15638788, APO 175,
"Fraternal Moniter" is the follow- 4th Med. D 15 P, New York, N. Y.
ing item, entitled "She Was Cured
Before Death".
Richard Myatt was host to a
"Applicants for life insurance Christmas party for the employnaturally tend to pot the best pos- ees of Colp Wholesale Company
sible interpretation on the causes at the Park Terrace Friday night

We are so glad that K. P. Dalton, Sr. is improving, after a major operation in Norton Memorial
Infirmary in Louisville. He is now
at his home here.

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years

100 rears Ago This Week

WANTS

who, said the pious Yankee papers: " . .. had been a great friend
of these unfortunate and misguided men, and they fully appreciate his services."
But most of all, of course, the
five hundred men, Yankees and
Rebels, appreciated getting home
for Christmas!

About Town With

from the individual Reservists called
to active duty who were not previously on a paid-drill status.
It is unfortunate and regrettable
Mrs. B. A. Ross of South Fulton
that the overwhelming ptecentage of _
was slightly injured last Tuesday
GOOD things about the Army ReThe Fulton pol
department when the car in which she was
serve call-up and its volunteer indisustained a surprls4 attack Christ- riding was struck head-on by a
bias night, when fficers Brown
car driven by Riley 015tein of
viduals has not received its proportinate share of publicity as has the bad. and McDade stoppd the city pa- Martin.
It is unfortunate and regrettable
that so many millions of private citizens do-not realize the seriousness and
An FlIst• cal review et TNT CIVIL WAR PAYLIV-DAY
IM•trrlal Is from pabIle•tIsm of case% •a• b••drod voars &gel animal
the concern that our Federal leaders
warding 1,nrin rpf,,renres In tlh• Libra', et Ceerrem.
oar-sided, as neck to be f•Ir I. re aaaaaa and
In
have for the creeping Communist
•.•thonal balsas, . . . SD).
menace. Its long-range program to
CT WILLIAM II MollittelY
infiltrate our very home counties is
ping is disastrous./
Fourth week in Dec. 1861
reportedly right on its time schedule.
In Manchester, the QUARDIAN
America had one great ChristThe Reserve program as we see
mas gift that December of 1861. said: "Let America clear up the
it(from this writer's position as an acOn Dec. 26 the American papers insult. We will judge America by
annifilhced that the "Trent Af- the facts, not by lynch law, as is
tive Reservist) is and has been a good
in America."
fair" had been settled, and the sometimes the case
program, serving to maintain a -pool
The LIVERPOOL PRESS said: "A
all-important "question of the
war with the U. S. is improbable!'
of veterans and young obligated ReRight of Search to be permanentIn America the Congress had,
ly settled." There would be no
servists in a reasonable state of trainwar between the United States Dec. 17, asked the President to
ing without disrupting their home life
and England. The Trent Affair, "Confine Mason and Slidell to
and civilian occupations—and at a
caused by an American Ship- jail." The same body also agreed
to "vindicate the,, courage of the
captain's seizure of the Confedgreatly-lessened cost to the governgovernment against a foreign
erate commissioners Mason and
ment.
Slidell, had brought the U. S. power." However, by Christmas
It should be unnecessary to menthe newspapers were able to redangerously close to a shooting
port: "No quarrel with England
war with England right at the
tion the fact that a Reservist, unlike
will be permitted to interfere with
time when the U. S. was fighting
a missile, is a human being. While a
a war with the Southern States. putting down the rebellioh. A
missile will remain obediently poised
concilliatory Policy will be purMason and Slidell had been resued." (By the U. S.)
on its launching pad ready to be inmoved by force from the British
The War of 1812 had been
ship Trent and imprisoned in
stantly fired in the defense of its
Boston. When news of the seizure fought over the right of British
country, a Reservist, called for the
ships to search American ships on
reached gngiand, the political
same reason, and being a human beparty in power hamediately de- the seas. After the three years of
manded that both men be re- . the war, the peace terms did not
ing, finds it difficult to just sit there
mention the original question but
leased to England, and that the
and wait for orders to move, although
U. S. apologize for their seizure. now, almost a half-century later,
he and the missile are on the same
The demand was originally so the "Right of Search" was settled
worded that Prince Albert, hus- for all time. A close call for the
mission. It's the old story of "hurryU. S., but Secretary of State Seband of Queen Victoria, asked the
upralid wait"; some find it difficult to
ward came out of the affair with
Queen to change the message so
reconcile themselves to.
as to save the American honor Increased prestige.
and make possible a peaceful set-'
In Washington that Christmas of
Those Reservists now on active
tlement.
1881 there were hundreds of solduty are due a lot of thanks for the
diers arrested as A. W. 0. L. from
For this action there was a rejob they are doing and the sacrifices
the camps in and,around Washport in England that the Prince
they are making for those of us still
had "
;—been unduly influenced by ington. The men had slipped into
town for a day of celebration, but
the King of Portugal!' The Irish
at home—both in the Reserve and out
they were arrested by the provost
that the British leaders
of it. They signed up for the program, claimed
guard. It was Christmas in Amerwere desiring to "stamp out every
ica but there was a war on. The
went when they were called, and may
form of republicanism and demoCivil War.
cracy." The' Irish held anti-war
be preventing more International
meetings in Dublin. (Thousands
Out in Missouri there was
Crises because they have lent their
of young Irishmen came to Amerbuilding up a Federal disaster
strength to the Armed forces. We beica to enlist in the Union army.)
which would take place in Virginia August 29 and 30, 1862. Gen,
England began to outfit her
lieve that the present program is a
ships for an immediate • war. John Pope, who would lead a
good program and should be continugreat Union army to disaster at
Troops were sent to Canada, and
ed on and on, requiring all Reserviiik- the government began to adverthe second battle of Manassas,
was gaining glory by small explotise for ships to haul men and
to shoulder their fair share of the
its in the West. Pope during Desupplies.
load.
cember of 1861 captured over a
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The Confederacy could buy war
supplies in Europe only as the
South could ship cotton through
the blockade, and the English war
preparations caused the price of
cotton to fall! European papers
said: "The blockade (of the South)
will soon be broken by England."
The war scare also was "—ruining American shipping. No charter can be secured. The effect of
war fever upon American ship-

thousand Confederates. The New
York TIMES published a huge
map showing "Gen Pope's movements and plan of operations in
his recent brilliant exploits in
Western Missouri."
Other papers praised Pope for
establishing a school for commissioned officers "Gen. Pope," said
the papers, "has laid down the
most rigid rules for the acquisition
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Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs
A satisfied customer is ma
best testimonial. That is
why we give you fast, efficient, technical serviee and
low rates on TV repairs. It
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money!
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added January 1.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Tinia Hainline

J.B.Pleasant

Lee Henderson

George Gray

new REYNOLDS

gutter-screen
keeps out leaves
Reynolds heavy
galvanized
Gutter-Screen
ends messy
clean outs, speeds drainage,
lasts for years. Keeps out
leaves, twigs, balls, other
debris . . . fits square or
round-type gutters. Complete with gutter clips for
easy do-it-yourself installation. No nails, hammer or
pliers needed. Ask for
Reynolds Gutter-Screen.
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Fulton, Ky.
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Mrs. Geneva C. Bates of Martin, Route 4, died at the Obion
County General Hospital in Union
City on Dec. 25.
She was born March 11, 1881.
She was a member of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church at
Martin. She was a retired registered nurse.
Mrs. Bates leaves several cousins.
Services were held on Dec. 27
at the W. W. Jones and Sons
Chapel in Martin. The Rev.
George W. Sparks officiated at
the 2 p. m. service. Burial was in
Sunset Cemetery in Dresden.

Mrs. Tinia Hainline, 78, of East
State Line, wife of Theodore F.
Hainline, died Friday at the Baptist Hospital in Nashville.
Service* were held Sunday at 2
p. m. at the Knox Creek Church
of Christ. The Rev. Hulon Allen,
pastor of the South Fulton Baptist Church, officiated. Burial was
in Pinegar Cemetery, under direction of Jackson Brothers Funeral Home of Dukedom.
Mrs. Hainline was born April
26, 1883 in Weakley County,
Tenn., and had lived in this community all of her life.
Besides her husband she leaves
a grandson, Bill Hainline of Berea,
J. B. Pleasant died on Dec. 25
Ohio, who was reared in her
• home; two' great-grandchildren; at his home on Route 1, Martin.
Funeral services were held Deand a sister, Mrs. Mae Ross of
cember 26 at the Public Wells
Dukedom.
, She was 'a member of Good Church. Bro. L. I. Kingston and
Springs Cumberland Presbyterian Bro. E. F. Caldwell officiated at
Church.
the 2 p. m. service. Burial, under
direction of W. W. Jones and
Sons of Martin, was in the church
cemetery.
Mr. Pleasant, a 'farmer, was
Lee Henderson. 73, retired I. C.
employe of Harris Station, died at born December 13, 1880. He was
3 a. m. Tuesday at Fuller-Gilliam a member of the Public *Wells
hospital in Mayfield. He had made Baptist Church.
He leav;sifirs wife, Mrs. Cora
his home at Dublin for the past
Pleasant;
o sons, Cecil Pleasant
few years.
Services will be held at 2 p. m. of Martin, Route 1 and Thelbert
Thursday at the Dublin Baptist Pleasant of, Melrose Park, Ill.; a
Church. Friends may call at Byrn daughter, Mrs. Bura Hudgens of
East, Detroit, Mich.; 10 grandFuneral Home in Mayfield.
children and 10 great-grandchildren.
He was the son of the late Sam
and Sarah Griffin Pleasant.
Pallbearers were Ted Brock,
Junior Brock, Marvin. Wagster,
Buford Adams, Harry Davis and
Fred .Templeton.

Smallman Tin Shop

.0:
2293

Mrs. Geneva Bates

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a formula like this—with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

Mothers-to-be Must Diet Properly, March of Dimes Research Shows

Page

No doubt many a healthy
mother animal's diet was defiyoung mother-to-be has
cient in the mineral manganese. She is extending these
wondered why her doctor
studies with support from The
puts so much emphasis on
National Foundation-March of
proper diet during pregnanDimes using radioactive matecy—especially if she's never
rial in the diet to trace what
been ill a day in her life,
goes wrong inside embryonic
cells to hinder their normal deand she has a yen for wholevelopment.
some foods.
. ....—
According to Dr. Virginia
But there's good reason for
Apgar, director of the division
It. More and more it's becoming
of congenital malformations of
evident that for the sake of her
The National Foundation, "Dr.
child a pregnant woman must
Nelson's project has a direct
have a diet adequate in vitabearing on the question of birth
mins and minerals, particularly
defects in humane. It is- defiin the early stages of the baby's
nitely known,for ex;.mple,that
development.
severe folic acid &ticiency in
The reason lies in the dread
a woman can lead to loss of a
words: birth defects.
baby during early prognancy."
Until about 20 years ago,
And as Dr. Nelson has pointscientists generally went along
ed out, equally significant, the
with-the idea that birth-defects Dr. Marjorie Nelson, March of Dime, congenital
malformations in
in hikher animals—and that in- grantee at the Univ•rsity of Calefornia, the young animals
cludes man—were due for the inspects research specimens under the are irreversible. that survive
most. part to heredity. So if a microscop•. Its part of her study to vitamins given No amount of
later in •pregbaby had picked out the right determine the influence of vitamin
nancy can undo the. damage
ancestors, he had a better than and mineral d•flciencies as caus•s of once a deficiency
has occurred
good chance of coming into the birth defects.
during the critical period of
world perfectly normal, and
pregnancy.
Sound of mind and limb.
In her Sail liyancisco laboClinics Are Established
ratory Dr. Nelsori has demonComplex Factors Involved
strated that even - a temporary
Because Of -the increasing
Today, however, doctors deficiency of a vitamin stich as
problem of birth defects—it is
know the story is not that sim- folic acid during early
preg- now estimated that significant
ple. An increasing number of nancy can cause birth .abnorstudies have shown that a wide malities in these young labo- malformation% occur in one in
variety of factors play a part ratory animals. The' defects every 16 babies born in this
country—each year—The Nain the birth picture. If a mother may range from the relatively
gets either too much or too minor to the very-severe which tional Foundation - March of
Dimes
has recently established
little of such vital substances include brain damage,displaceas hormones, oxygen, minerals ment of intestinal organs, cleft a number of Special Treatment
and Clinical Study Centers for
or vitamins during certain palate or serious
ions coping with this crucial medstages of her pregnancy, the of the heart and malf%rmat
eyes. •
ical
question. The Birth Defects
baby may fail to survive, or
Treatment-Centers are in JackTiming Is Critical
may be born malformed.
son,
Miss.; Atlanta,- Ga.;
When Dr. Nelson' 'puts the
Under a research grant from
The National Foundation- normal pregnant animals on Seattle; Portland, Ore.; • San
March of Dimes, Dr. Marjorie such a folic acid-deficient diet Francisco; Little Rock, Ark.;.
Nelson at the University of during the second week of their Indianapolis; Morgantown, W. 4
.CalifOrnia has been trying to pregnancy, at least 80 per cent Va.; New York City; Baltidetermine just how the absence of the embryos die or are mal- more; and Washingtonp D. C.
of a vitamin or mineral may in- formed. However, if she carries These, are supported on the
terfere with normal prenatal out the same experiment about local level by The National
a week earlier or a week later, Foundation's chapters.
development.
In addition, Birth Defects
.
She has found that in rats the young appear to suffer no
the absence of even a single adverse effects, thus underlin- Clinical Study Centers are loOne of certain important min- ing the importance of proper cated in Oklahoma City; Nasherals or vitamins during early diet at the critical stages of ville, Tenn.•, and Columbus,
pregnancy can produce drastic pregnancy. In a woman, the Ohio. These Centers are maincomparable period of preg- tained on a national level with
effects.
Apparently nature has set up nancy extends primarily from March of Dimes funds which
a delicate balance which a the second to the eighth week are being applied by The National Foundation to continue
mother's body must maintain. of the baby's development.
support and expansion of such
If this balance is upset even for
Radioactivity Used
Centers
for the development of
a relatively short time, permaDr. Nelson has also obtained total medical care for youngnent damage may result to the a high incidence of
skeletal de- sters afflicted with congenital
offspring.
fects in young rats when the defects.

George Olon Gray, vice president of the Kay Tool and Die Co.
in Union. City, died about 3 last
Wednesday afternoon at his home
on Route 2, Hickman. He was 53
and death followed a heart attack.
Services were held at 2:30 Friday afternoon in the White-Ranson Funeral borne chapel in Union
City. The Rev. Elven D. Hensley
of Woodland Mills and the Rev. • AUSTI
ROCK SPRING NEWS NNeeliend.
N SPRINGS
Morrig Prince of Fowlkes,- Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Green,
By Nettie Lee Cepelen
Mrs. Carey Frields •
Pam and Mike. Mr. and Mrs. Billy
officiated. Burial was in the
Hickman city cemetery.
Green, James William arid Mrs.
The Rev. James Holt filled his
By Nettie Lee Copelen
Wilbur
n.ere
Sunday dinner
regular appointment at New
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green visited.
Salem Baptist Church the past Mr. and Mrs. Elnoore Copeleri guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore
Williams Angus Farm
Copelen
ad
family.
Sunday at 11 a. in., his cOngre- and family Sunday.
Mr. and
rs. William Jarrett,
gation meeting on time, where a
Elected To Association
Mrs. Elmer Wals.on and KenMrs. Ma,gdftuine Tibbs and son
good enrollment is had at Sunday neth Uhlir visited Mrs.
Ella spent S day
William Angus Farm, Fulton, School at 10 a. m. The church Veatch
and Monday with
for awhile :Sunday mornMr. and Mrs. Percy Veatch and
has been elected to membership and pastor Holt invites all who are
ing. Mr. and Mrs. .John Sanders
Mr. and Mrs. James Veatch and
in the American Angus Associ- in this area to worship at any serwere visitors in the afternoon.
Brenda.
ation at St. Joseph, Missouri, an- vice.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee,Snow spent a
nounces Frank Richards, secreMr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
Miss Joy Vincent of Dukedom, while Monday with
Mr. and Mrs. family were Sunday
tary.
night supper
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. Pat Snow and Mrs. Ella
Veatch.
This farm received one of the E. Vincent, has been employed
guests of Mr. and-Mrs. J. C. Wilin
Miss Narie Moore visited Mr.
9 memberships issued to breeders Kansas City the past few months,
bur of Fulton.
and Mrs. 011ie Yates over the
of purebred Aberdeen-Angus in reports that they have had snow
Marie Copelen • visited Kay
Bradley Saturday afternoon.
Kentucky during the past month. and more snow until it is-difficult
she and Mr. Vincent are arnong
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Yates, Mr.
to get around.
our beloved citizens and their
All over this section there is many friends hope they will soon and _Mrs. Forest Gilbert spent
Monday with Mr. and Mi.s. Prosquite a bit of visiting. Families be restored. ,
sic Moore and family.
are getting together for Christmas
Mrs. Buton Lassiter is improvThe Rev. and Mrs. Eldon Byrd
dinners and the Christmas Spirit ing from a siege of arthritis that
is shown everywhere among our worsened a few months ago, she and children visited Mr. and Mrs.
Verlie
Byrd and Roy Friday and
re,sdients. Homes were decorated has suffered quite a bit of pain,
long before the holidays arrived, and was in bed some of thet time. Saturday.
Mrs.
Gladys
Fates, Narie Moore,
doors open wide with a welcome Her many friends will be glad to
Mrs. Blondelle
.
Jarrett, Mrs. Magto all.
know of her improvement.
daline
Tibbs
and Percy Veatch
Miss Janice Hawks, a student of
Mrs. Ed Parker remains about visited
Mrs. Ella Veatch for
Western State Business College of the same at her home on the
awhile Monday.
Jackson, Tenn. arrived home to Dukedom-Latham road.
Mr. and Mrs, Love!ace Veatch
visit with her parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Peery enterMrs. Valve Hawks, Sr., near here, tained with their family Christ- visited in this community .Mo'n so has the son Velva Jr. from mas dinner on Sunday, December day.
Roy Byrd is spending the-bon-.
Murray State.
24, 16. and Mrs. J. T. Puckett
Mrs. David Lassiter and baby and daughter, Paula. Mr. and days with his parents, Mr. and
daughter, Jacqueline Diane, of Mrs. Ruble Thomas and son. Rich- Mrs., Verlie. Byrd.
into hot foods
Jones Clinic have returned home ard-Lynn enjoyed a delicious noon
BEAUTIES COMPETE
on Dresden Route and are doing day meal in the Peery home. .
Beauties throughout this entire
nicely.
I hope all the readers of these area will compete February 23 in
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cunning- items have taken.time out, during an official prelimina
for cheese sauce
ry Miss Ken'
M..
I..
ham
and
children,
Steve and the hurrying around,the past week tucky and Miss Universe contest,
4"...111tKill CM'
Beth of Bowling Green arrived to feed our fra nds, the birds. according to
Tom Turnbow, presifor the Christmas holidays here They will repay you in many dent of
the Mayfield Lions dub.
for snacks
and in the home of their parents, ways, if an ample supply of feed To be eligible
for the contest girls
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham in f's available during the cold, must be between
18 and 28 years
KRAFT'S amazing
Dresden, relatives in Clinton and snowy days now t and days to of age,
never married, aria posses
pasteurized process cheese
Paducah.
come.
beauty of face and figure, charm,
Get-well wishes'are sent to Mrs.
spread for dozens of
Happy New Year to all!
poise and personalitY. Further.deCharlie Vincent, who'remains aMts. Carey Frields, Dukedom, tails may be obtained by phoning
fast cheese treats
bed a portion of the time. Both Tenn.
Mayfield Chapel 7-6081 or 7-6046.

For glorious burgers

The Fulton. News, Thursday, Dec. 28, 1961
_

KENTUCKY VETERANS who do hot file applications by Deo.
El Of this year for their veterans' bonus won't have another
-chance. That's the warning from Kentucky Adjutant lien.
Arthur Y. Lloyd, administrator of the State's veterans' bonus
program, who points out that applications must be postmarked
no later than ntidnight, Dee. 31, to ire valid for payment.
There are two different application blanks as shown above.
One is for use by veterans, the other for use by beneficiaries
of deceased veterans. The blanks are available front county
clerks. Red Cross chapters, veterans' service organisations or
from the Veterans Division, Kentucky Department of. Military
Affairs, F.0. Box 600, Frankfort, Ky.
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Spoon it!

• bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

Heat it!

Spread it!

TEN HIGH!
4$11-11
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Slim Weldon of Fayetteville,
Tenn., formerly of this city, spent
from Wednesday to Saturday
last week in Fulton visiting relatives and friends.
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The News reports your

Reed, Hashi
Plan e ding

State High School
Tourney March 14-17

Mr. Sam Reed and Mrs. MarThe 1962 State High School
gory Reed of Fulton, Kentucky
Ricky Holder spit last week announce the engagement and ap- Basketball Tournament will be
in Carbondale, Ill., visiting his proaching marriage of their dau- held in the Coliseum at the Kengrandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Hold- ghter, &anima, to Jerry Hastings, tucky Fairgrounds and Exposison of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Hast- tion Center, Louisville, on March
er.
14-17. The first tournament sesings of South Fulton.
gime( will be on Wednesday eveSouth
at
senior
a
is
Reed
Miss
Home
Workers
Welfare
The
ning; and there will be three sesDemonstration Club met Decem- Fulton High School.
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryvtay
of sions on Thursday. two on Frigraduate
is
Mr.
a
Hastings
Christa
for
m.
a.
10:30
at
ber 20
1959, day, and two on Saturday. The
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
mas party at the home of Mrs. South Fulton, in the class of
Friday and Saturday sessions will
Harry Watts. Potluck luncheon and is now employed at Cruce's
be held in the afternoons and eveGrocery, Fulton, Ky.
served.
was
Everyone in Fulton. South Fulton and the surroundThey plan to make their home nings.
new
the
Mrs. Roy Watts,
in South Fulton.
ing area had a very nice Christmas, it seems. There
On or after February 1, 1962,
President, presided. Present were
State Tournament Ticket Sales,
were many, many family dinners, with students home
fourteen members and three visiBox 1173, Lexington, Kentucky,
tors: Mrs. Walter Ilermenter,
from the different colleges and universities, plus all the
will accept mail orders for comMrs. Billy Parrish and Miss Linda
out-of-town__
from
friends
Dther relatives and
plete sets of tournament tickets.
Muzzall.
Orders with earlier postmarks will
It is h,ciped that no one in the vicinity was in want
The group presented Mrs. Frank
receive a lower priority rating
'Parrish a lovely tapestry bag.
Viniard,
this Christmas.
Ann
Miss Shirley
than those mailed on February 1.
The next meeting will be Jan- bride-elect of
Robert Barton
The Jaycees and Jaycettes, the Elks Lodge, the
orders will be filled after
the hoine of Mrs. Roy Workman, is today announcing These
at
24
uary
the schools have received the tickYoung Men's Business Club, the Booster Club, the
Nabors.
completed wedding plans.
her
ets allotted to them under the
churches and other groups and individuals took it upon
The double ring ceremony will plan of distribution set up by the
themselves to see that our needy fan-Tines had baskets of
Mrs. Ethel Byrd, formerly of be performed by the Rev. Trtiett K. H. S. A. A. Board of Control.
Fulton, who recently celebrated Miller on Sunday, December 31 Side box and floor level seats will
food, clothes and toys on this joyous occasion. If anyone
her 107th birthday, was honored at Mt, Carmel Baptist Church at not be available.
the
of
intentions
the
not
was
it
overlooked
in need was
by the ladies of the 12th Street 3 p. m.
The price of tickets calling for
good people of the Twin Cities.
Baptist Church of Paducah with
Maid of honor will be Miss Archair seats or box seats located at
bride.
home
her
the
at
of
party
of
sister
group
birthday
a
to
Viniard,
a
line
happiness
The Jaycees also brought
the ends of the court is $16.00 (8
there last Tuesday afternoon. Mrs.
Wallace Shankle-will serve as
sessions). The price of tickets callnoecly children with two parties-one for the Whites
Byrd is a new member of the 12th best man.
ing for bleacher seats is $10.00
and one for the Colored. And, the Elks members took a
Street Ohurch.
The music will be presented by (8 sessions). Each order must inshopping
clothes
dea
gave
a
•
for
Walker
downtown
0.
Pruette.
E.
Mrs.
Mrs. Carlie
group of children
clude a remittance of 25c for postvotional and Christmas carols
All relatives and friends are age handling charges, and insurwere sung. A box of gifts was invited.
ance on the tickets; and checks
presented to the honoree after
.
Norma Owen and Miss nual Christmas party'with a potshould be made payable to State
ir
hour
noon
the
at
enjoyed.
dinner
were
luck
Nashville
refreshments
of
which
Bobo
Bar' ca Jane
Tournament Ticket Sales. Orders
the for individual session tickets will
during
Twenty guests attended.
visiting relatives
shared the honors at a lovely pre- the home of Mrs. C. D. Lovelan
week.
last
of
forTuesday
on
was
WednesShe
holidays.
last
Christmas
party
dinner
m.,tial
bet accepted after February 15,
bookkeeper for The News. and should not be included with
day -evening at the Park Terrace.
Set::
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Green left merly
s i.iir..ara Jane haw, of t,hville, ri hose c' ,tgemeslt to
Mk, Owen was wed to Carlisle
orders for complete sets of tickets
On December 18 the Beethoven end Lieutenant yern-n Rice Owen, Jr. of Fulton, y is announced re- Monday evening for Lansing,
Mrs. Milton Exum has been mailed prior to that time. OverD-,vs of Mayfield and Miss Bobo Music Club had its regular meeteddinz was solemniv.i at 4 p. in., De- Mich., to spend the week with her
cently in The New,.
BapFulton
South
the
by
elected
e,:changed vows with Second Lt. ing and combined
Christmas ere-her 27 at the Fed `telhoalist Church in Full
the-counter sales will be conductHe ts the son daughter. Mrs. Nick Nichols and
tist Church to serve as Teacher ed at the Coliseum .a few days beRice Owen in a double wedding party. A delightful Christmas
family.
of air. and Mrs. Vernon Rice Owen, Sr. of Fulton
for the Week-day Kindergarten, fore the tournament.
;it the First-Methodist Church on music program was presented.
which will be opened by the
December 27.
Slayden is spending the church on January 8.
Ilostesses for the occasion were
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
holidays in Detroit with his chilMrs. Exum has earned the A. B.
MAXWELL HOUSE BURNS
Mrs. Fred Gibson. Mrs. Louis Coleman Jackson of Water Valley,
i .dren and their families.
Degree from Asbury College,
Weaks, Mrs. J. II. Maddox, Mrs. who celebrated their golden wedThe 102-yearold Maxwell House,
where she majored in speech. She
F. C. Grisham and Mrs. Bob ding anniversary Sunday, Decemonce one of the South's most
of
private
been
teacher
a
has
the
attended
teenagers
100
Over
White.
ber 24 with open house.
splendid hotels, was destroyed_ by
Christmas dance held Saturday at pupils in speech. She has had
They are the parents of seven
in teaching fire Monday night at Nashville
experience
years
of
for
Hosts
Club.
CoUrdry
Fulton
The wedding of Miss Norma Lerleen Owen cirrd the
and is sending its occupants fleeing into
Miss Mary Swann Bushart pre- children. Mrs. Marie Vaughn of
the occasion were Miss Lee Can- Primaries and Beginners
sented her piano class in a Christ- Wingo, Mrs. Lucille Huh! of -Chi- Frank Carlisle Davis and Miss Barbara Jane Bobo and trell Jerry Mac Weaks,, John thoroughly qualified to meet the 30degree weather. One elderly
mas recital on Monday night of cago, Ill., J. T. Jackson of May- Vernon Rice Owen, Jr., was solemnizediiirDec. 27 at 4 Burrow, Mikie Faulkner, Marty exacting standards of a church guest remained unaccounted for
hours later.
, last week at her home on Third field, Ernest Jackson of Martin,
Methodist Church in Fulton. The Rev. Warren, Miss Linda Thorpe, Miss sponsored kindergarten.
Street. Parents and grandparents Clyde Jackson of Water Valley, 3. m. at the First
Fuller, Miss Kara Williams
Joan
of the piano students were special Harold Jackson of Taft, Calif., Joseph Leggett, pastor of the church, officiated at the and Miss Carol Schader.
and Elvin Jackson of Paducah.
guests.
AFTER CHRISTMAS
l'eremonies.
They have 17 grandchildren And
Members of the Fulton High
if
honor.
maid
her
was
by
seven great-grandchildren.
presented
was
Nuptial music
freshman class and their dates enBinkley Sunday
The Pearl
Mr. Jackson has operated a James Reed, organist.
Lt. Owen had his father as his joyed a holiday dance Friday at
School Class of the Central blacksmith shop in Water Valley
Miss Owen was given in mar-. best man and Mr. Davis had his the Fulton Country Club.
Church of Christ enjoyed its an- for the past 30 years.
riage by her father, Vernon Rice brother-in-lay, Robert Seay as
were
- Hosts for the occasion
Doors open 8:30 a. m.
Friday Dec. 29, 1961
Owen, Sr. Miss }lobo was given in
best man.
Miss Terry Thomas Andy Batts,
The piano pupils of Mrs. James marriage by her - grandfather, his
Now $69.95
0
05
9..9
0
,
$10
their annual Harry Cornelius.
.The ushers were Bailey Bin- Tom Bushart, David Fry, Miss
Carter enjoyed
Now 59.95
Moody Nancy Trees, Miss Susan Walker,
Christmas recital and party reMiss Owen's matron of honor ford. Ron Meadows,'Boyce
Dottie
Miss
Edwards,
Jane
Miss
Now 49.95
79.95
cently at the Carter home on Jef- was Mrs. John Westfall Morrison, II, Delbert Wood -and Lt. Don
RonPawlukiewicz,
Chuck
Hogan,
Now 39.95
,
69.95
ferson stireet.
,,
the former Miss Marion Black- Wright.
nie Homra and Greg Williamson.
Now 35.00
9.95455.00
59
4
he ceremonies Mr.
Following
stone; Miss Judy Browning was
Now 29.95
The Fulton Eastern Star spon- her bridesmaid and her cousin, and Mrs. Ver • on Owen entertainto
hostess
was
Homra
Pam
Miss
Now 26.95
5 ......
0
090
5..0
5
339
4
sored a spaghetti supper last Miss Cardelia Fields, was her jun- ed with a p vate reception reNow 24 95
Friday night at the Masonic Tem- ior bridesmaid. Miss Bobo's sister, stricted to die members of the an open house Friday afternoon
Mr.
parents,
her
of
home
the
at
N w 19.95
ple.
Miss Margaret Elizabeth Bobo wedding party and the families. and Mrs. Fred Homra on Norman
Now 17.95
29.95
streetFollowing the wedding rehearJane Bobo.
their hosts.
sal of the Owen-Davis and the carnations by
Honoring Miss Norma Owen and
The breakfast table was covered
The guest list included the honBobo-Owen double wedding Mr.
ONE RACK OF DRESSES, 1-2 PRICE PLUS $1
over Miss Barbara Bobo, bride-elects,
and Mrs. Charles Fields were orees, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Rice with a lace cloth poised
hosts at an attractively planned Owen, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Glenn _red. Centering the table was an Mrs. Arch Huddleston, Mrs. Joe
Now $9.95
$14.95
dinner in the private dining room Davis, Mrs. Elizabeth Bobo, Mr. attractive Christmas centerpiece Bennett, Mrs. W. M. Blackstone
Now 8.95
12.95
Skirts, Blouses
of the Park Terrace. The long U Harry Cornelius Reverend and in gold and red; gold reindeers and Mrs. John Morrison Jr., were
Now 7.95
10.95
and
shape table arrangement was Mrs. Joseph Leggett, Mr. and Mrs. and red candles flanked the ar- hostesses at an attractively planNow 6.95
8.95
decorated in a scheme of gold and John Westfall Norrison, Jr., Miss rangement. A delicious southern ned branch at the Park Terrace
Matching Sweaters
Now 5.95
'7.95
silver. Handsome holiday arrange- Judy Brownihg, Miss Cordelia breakfast menu was served. The at 10 a. m. Thursday.
ments centered each table and.,Fields, Miss Margaret Elizabeth hostesses were assisted by their
The South Fulton Seniors had a
tall gold and silver candles burn- Bobo James Reed, Mr. and Mrs. daughters Misses Letha Exum,
ONE TABLE of Slips, Gowns and Blouses at
ed in branched silver candelabra. Robert Seay. Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Sara Helen Hayes and Melinda Christmas party Thursday night at
Barney's Drive-In.
DRASTICALLY REDUCED PRICES
A delicious three course dinner Moody, Bailey Binford, Mr. and Hayes.
For the breakfast Miss Norma
was served after which the hono- Mrs. Walter Voelpel Lt. Don
Thursday
Bridge
The
night
rees presented their attendants Wright, Ron Meadows and Delbert Owen chose a matching sweater
Wood.
and skirt in a vibrant green shade, Club was enjoyed with their anwith gifts.
$5.00
$3.00
HATS:
$2.00
Thursday
party
For the dinner Miss Norma
On Wednesday morning the Miss Barbara Bobo wore a gray nual Christmas
L.
J.
Mrs.
of
the
at
home
evening
of
December, woolen skirt with a white eyelet
Owen chose a dinner ensemble tWenty-seventh
All sales final - cash - no exchanges
fashioned with a scarlet red jer- itiipeteen hundred and sixty-one. embroidered blouse._ The girls Jones, Jr., on Court Drive.
sey top and a very full white Mrs. Milton Exum and Mrs. Paul were given carnation corsages and
Mr. and Mrs. "Tar" Nelson and
chiffon skirt; the fitted red jacket Hayes, entertained with a come the two grooms-elect were given
was trimmed with matching sat- and go breakfast honoring their carnation boutonnieres. The guest children are here spending the
in. Miss Barbara Bobo wore a niece, Miss Norma Owen and her list was restricted to the two Christmas holidays with their
Phone 51
„stylish sheath dress of red jersey fiance Frank Carlisle Davis and wedding parties and members of parents.
300 Main Street
Phone 265
Miss Marian Maxfield, an airwith satin bindings. Both were their nephew Vernon Rice Owen, the three families and a few out
here
is
California,
in
hostess
line
town
of
guests.
Barbara
given guest corsages of white Jr. 'and his fiancee Miss
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Plans For Viniard,
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Nov. 24—Ky. Siegel cfnl>lovites
seek to withdraw ACWA as Union
agent; co-administrators of Bess
Morris will ' file lawsuits asking
clarification.
Nov. 16—Morris
will could
mean million dollar haspital for
Fulton.

'May 18—Quiet Campaign sees
few issues raised as voters prepare to go vote Tuesday; a friend
who knew and loved him, writes
fr 'Cap' Maddox's career.

gov. 9--Githert DeMyer is
elected Mayor; Long battle to buy
ORIAN WINSTEAD
loses in Commissioners race after KU ends in vietory.
-May 25—Barnett Wins handily heated campaign
Nov. 9—DeMyers tax relief
over Bolin while Langford beats
Aug. 3—Source says Tripp will sparks election.
•
Lannom; voting heavy; Hickman
fifti
Mayorpllon
Counee, shown filming on switch for TS
editor elected first' Woman of- not run unless announced emailwins
term as mayor of South Fulton,
Wiles OK his program; McBride
ficial.
becomes fourth to file for city ofJune 1—Wyait names four area fice; Fulton Jaycees win More
citizens to new Industrial De- honors at successful board meet•;`
velopment Council. They include ing held here.
Hoyt Barnett of Hickman John
Aug,_17—Creek bond pays out
Sullivan and R. H.(Bob) White of
Fulton and Henry Alexander of next month; tax levy to continue;
Clinton. Paul Westpheling of Ful- It's a merry go 'round at Fulton's
ton is also a member.
fabulous, big time fair.

Gilbert DeMyer
new Fulton Mayor
lions may have been from Jet
plane; C. N. It'Iolland to seek office
to county judge; Dee McNeill in
county attorney ,race in primary.
-April 6—City officials puzzled
at disapnearance of 20 000.000 gallons et water in March:. Secretary
Stahr to deliver main industry
speech; Mrs. Kennedy, other First
Feb. 16—State ruling may close Ladies send special gifts for coon-.
Milton school: 102 students at- ty Cancer Drive.
tend class in churches; Civic CenApril 13—Business good in. Fulter location to be near City Park.
ton? Answer comes from merchFeb. 23—Wyatt praises com- ants who report sales god f city
munity attitude of Twin Cities;, mail delivery adds new greas to
Predicts industrial growth; Dis- East Fulton and Soup Fultoh;
trict cage teams ready for tourna- Thieves steal auto of factory—
prospecting visitor, bringing civic
ment.
embarrassment as well; Mrs. Scott
March 2—Chamber of Com- DeMyer announces candidacy for
merce to activate plan to seek County Court Clerk; Cancer Fund
state, federal funds; Hoyt Barnett, Drive Underway.
active in civic progress is candiApril 20—Citizens urged to'help
date for state representative.
beautify community during CleanMarch 9—City Park, polio, heart Up program; "Miss Jaycee" to
fund benefit from nearly $7000 be crowned here Friday night; 53
raised in drives; Sad community
In final tribute to lovely Mary
Webb Shepherd; Fulton Council
approves application for funds, to
plan low rent housing; Mrs. Lan0n to seek re-election as county
clerk; Alvie Langford. candidate
fOr county court.'

NEWS REVIEW—

(Continued from, page one)
Feb. 9--No speeches, but plenty
'of hot dogs will feature Blue Gold
Banquet; Saddened Community
pays tribute to beloved Mrs. Hattie Mae Binford; Irate factory
workers protest Fulton's auto tax
In appearance before council.

March 23—Highway Dept. says
80 percent of county roads deficient; federal aid- needed; Fulton
County veterans to get more than
half million dollars in May; James
NEMO WILLIAMS
Arnberg to seek re-election to
is Fulton Fire Chief
county post; Roland Harrison anvie for title; Two dead, three hurt
nounces for Jailer's race.

1.05
1.95
.95
,.95

June 8—New .formula, approAug. 24 --- Mayors proclaim
priating state road money, doub- Henry I. Siev.el Day; Giant picnic
les Fulton County fund, Mrs. L. A. to mark expansion plan.
Clifton offers Greenlea Cemetery
as gift to City of Fulton.
Aug. 31—Minimum Wage increase goes into effect Sept. 3:
June 15—Prayer meetings cli- new rate is $1,15 hour.
max preparation for Crusade for
Christ; begins Sunday; Annual
Sept. 7—Ilice answers questions
hunt for talent is Jay6oe Project; on vital is •tres in campaign;
It(HIERT B. MOM;‘`
New date set for trial in Stephens Others invited to do so.; Gov.
\10 1.S P‘t1i.I'li111‘1(1
returns and n.inied superintendent
death.
reeeives
Combs, park- official visit Columof
Ferry
Morse
here
1Vith Ferry Slur'-.- I
bus 'Bark; More facilities plan;
Local phone workers get pay
MRS. PAUL WESTPHELING
LOOK, MOM NO TONI.
Jr
I '
Raise; Union says workers grati- interviews Harry Lee Waterfield
Mr. Snider: -W,ole,
fied. ,
•
over _WPSD-TV,.
•
HNO3 signity'"'
th,
Dec. 7--Dock Smith. may be Tommy Wade:
Sept. 14—City of Falton to orrtr--I've giit
t!,,H, he's :
named
policy
chief:
city
reorganwiz& Civil
Defense Agency.
,
it right Oil the tin of in';
to Bill I:ice:
Head'to beNarhedi Local music- ization rmiy
Mr. Snider: .•WM1.
ian escapes from jail and involves Kathryn Lannom named assistspit it out! It's III!rie acid.
ant to Secretary of State in
sister, 'also arrested.
,Frankfort.
•
. •
Sept. 21--Fdlton to vote SaturDec. 14—Harty Lee Waterfield
day in Primary to eliminate' two
possible
candidates;
America to meet PreSs, kncluding
faces desperate struggle for surr Paul West pilni1V, 1)11 WPSD TV
vivat , President Kennedy tells
Kentucky Editors; Fultonians to
get chance to speak cut acquisition
of electric system.
The Fulton Bank -of'Fulton,
IV I

WARD JOHNSON
withdraws from
commissioner's race

Oct. 5—DeMyer favors reduction
of auto tax, qualified city man-,

June 22—Tripp may seek reelection as Mayor; Others apply
for petitions for approval; There
may be oil "In them thar hills"
if company hits in Hickman:
Ferry-Morse announces reorganization; new divisions personnel
changes here; Grabill, Sullivan,
Wilson, Crosby going to California; Morgan 'returning to Fulton.

July 13—Air escort, military
bands, 'tanks to herald "Elvis
Stahr Day" in Hickman; Plans for
Kid's Day at Jaycee Fair include
parade, fair-opening events.

treet

131:

Kentucky will offer to individuals and philanthropic organizalions a new type of saving cer
:
tiates payable one year from
date of issue and hearing 4'. interest. Stich..eertificates should
not be ,confused -with regular
•''savings accounts, which are subjecto deposits and withdrawas. ..t

- Sept. 28—Tito slates loom for
city offices as fall campaign begins; McBride tops tickets; Sheriff
Garrison Says no way to tell how
many prisoners escape county
jail.

This is the maximum rate which a commercial
bank may pay under the newly revised Federal
regulations recently announced. The Fulton Bank
is happy to make this service available to its customers and friends.

SONNY PUCKETT
expands business
interests here
Dec. 21—New Commisioners
plan drastic shake-up among city
employees; many face dismissal.

FULTON BANK

Dec. 28—Fulton Electric Plant
Board signs 'contract with KU to,
purchase the local electrical facilities.
'

• July 5—.John_ Davis wins Ken
Tenn Tourney; Dope ring broken
in West Tennessee; Three suspects
arrested in Fulton; KU office is
popular place for club groups;
Former 'Lt. Cisiv. Harry Cee
Twin Cities to host national Jay- Waterfieid cee president.
Interviewed on TV

)0

L

NOTICL;

June 29—,-Turnpike from Paducah teLLouisville Looms; Bonds
sold ,for 127-mile 'Stretch; Fulton
readies welcome mat for visit
here of Army Secretary, 500 Jaycees.
"

at

1•1•11111
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Nov.90—Jaycees make plans for
radiothon; Mrs, Clydp Williams
and Mrs. Lennie
hurt in car
accident.

May 11—Fultoii County benefitting from stepped up State aid:
teachers get most money; Governor Names Mrs. Fred ,Stokes,
Jr., to make fstycly of tourist attractions.

1, 1962,
4 Sales,
:entucky,
for corntickets.
arks will
y rating
3ruary 1.
led after
the ticknder the
p by the
Control.
;eats will

!ling for
ocated at
$16.00 (8
kets callis $10.00
must infor postid insurd checks
to State
;. Orders
kets will
tuary 15,
[led with
)f tickets.
e. Overconductdays be-

Oct. 19—Joe Hill, local highway
patrolman, solves case_of the
bloody envelope.

May 4—Nation honors home
in auto smashup at highway 307
Intersection; Girls softball may be
makers; display at local store
shows big strides made; Woman's
Club to feature folk singer; Mrs.
right to narrate; Thieves doing
slaughtering on scene of crime.

ager. no. new taxes; Mayor Tripp
reports fdilure in' naming • Civil
Defense Director; Post is vital;
Counce promises to use every effort to see that town grows.

Oct., 12—County Jailer' Cagle.
July 30—Two man mayor's race
is certainty;- two factions to pre- denies Grand Jury charges; to re.sent full slates; Two bottlers and sign this week; Mrs. 'Hendon
Swift join hands to sponsor com- Wright Named to Direct March of
March.30-11aceis on for county added to summer schedule; funds munity development; Oil drilling _Dimes Next Year; Stamp collecofficers with few hot, some hike- asked.
firm agrees to_license trucks ope- tors deluge—postoffiCe ,:• imprint
warm races An offing; Area
rating within Kentucky; Buster of airport dedication.
Teague dies Tuesday in Memphis.
RUPTURE
April 27—Fulton, , Hickman
July 27—Friday to be HickThe New Sensational Invention
Counties get sharpest road fund
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
cutbacks; Chandler's'. county get man's finest hour; America's Elvis
456 precent increase; Memories'of Stahr is coming home; Wilson and
No Odors
old turtle revivals, in store ai Ann 'Wyatt to eat around with
City Drug Co., Fulton
Crusade for home folks in area Saturday.
Methodists
plan
No Belts — No -Straps —
Christ.

bite; Stnith.-right, shown with Charlie Thomas and Richard
Thompson, is due to be named Fulton Chief of Police on Jan. 2.

STotig
REDUCTION
ALL WOOLEN MATERIAL

$2.29 yd.
3 yds. 99c

Reg. $2.91 Yard, 60". • .
COTTON MATERIAL

36 inches wide

Only Kraft gives you

Macaroni 'n
Cheese

0. L. Lamascus

Monta Peeples

22 years' experience
Residence Phone 1011

Ten Years' experience
Residence Phone 1277

0. L.' s BOOKKEEPING
and TAX SERVICE
• Income Tax Service
* FARMERS—Be sure to take advantage of all special
tax concessions available to you!
• Complete bookkeeping service
Phone 495
Fulton, Kentucky

108 Commercial Ave.
(Formerly Church St.)

(10 Days Only)
20% DISCOUNT ON ALL SLANT - NEEDLE SEWING MACHINES
(While quantities last)
SAVE $15 on AN $89.95 SINGER "GOLDEN GLIDE"

VACUUM CLEANER

. ..

., • •

$74.95

SAVE $10 ON A REGULAR $69.95 VACUUM CLEANER

optclutelatiox3pochum
Count on Kraft Dinner for
tender macaroni that's
crearny with golden cheese
goodness. Have it on hand
for speedy school lunches
and hurry-up rostra. Great
eating any time!
COSTS
ONLY jA SIRVING

NOW ON SALE AT ONLY

$59.95

OTHER SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTIONS ON OTHER SINGER PRODUCTS.

SINGER SEWING CENTER
MAIN STREET

FULTON. KY.
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Worthy Students
Are Recognized
On Honors Day
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State 4-H Members Return Home
After Exciting Week in Chicago
Four of South Carolina's top 4-H Club members, including one
who captured the grand champion beef award at the state show
three times, were in the state's 28 member delegation to the 40th
National 4-H Club Congress in Chicago. The teenagers, who made
the expense-paid trips to the Nov. 26-30 congress, are Johnny
Hill of Abbeville, Kenneth Pa erson of Pickens, Anna Arve of
Madison, and Karl Boatrig of Charleston Heights.
'

"From The FIBS Kennel"

'Underwood Home
And Methodist
Church, Winners

At the end of each school year
t FHS, a day is set aside to honor
hose students who have done outlanding work during the year.
'or the freshman and new stuonts in Fulton High who want to
now what awards are given on
loners Day, here is an outline of
se program.
First, new members of the Hon
r Society,. an organization for
itstanding junior and senior
8 V
48
rectignized. The
uclents, - are
bxA
a a if
anograms for 1-2-3-4-years are
K. Patterson
Anna Ai.)
K. tioatrighf
olinny Hill
•iveil out. 'Phese are honors that
udents receive ,for making the
()Aright who is 19 and a three time winner of the state beef
'nester honor roll fie- two conaward, won a trip awarded by E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Comcutive semesters, either one
pany. He has built his beef herd to 13 during 10 years in 4-H work.
hbol year, or the last semester of
The 17 year old youth is presiHis extensive experience in
'e first year and the first semesexhibiting beef cattle won him dent of the CH Council in
•r of die present year.,
first place in showmanship four Pickens county and a senior at
. The Fulton -High School Awards'l
years ago at the Coastal Caro- Pickens High School.
e then - presented. These are
Patterson's trip to the conlina Fair. He is a sophomore at
warded to the stucitnt who have
Georgia Tech, and a former gress was financed by Hercules
ceived three monogfams. The
president of the 4-H Council in Powder Co.
''realest Scholastic Improvemeut
Miss Arve, 17, completed more
Charleston county.
•
ward is presented .to the student
Hill, 18, has concentrated on than 200 garments in four years
ho has made the greatest ipaworking toward her award in
in
safety projects during the past
rovement in his grades of the
two years of club work. The the 4-H clothing program. She
irrent year over the previous
projects. won him the trip award is planning her wardrobe for
.ar.
from General Motors, long-time college.
Music Festival Awards are given
Coats & Clark Inc. financed
4-H awards spOnsor.
it to the band sttidents who reHe was president last year of the trip to Chicago for Miss
,ived high awards at the contest
the Abbeville 4-H Club Council Arve, who is a senior at Oakway
Murray. New members of the
and was elected to the state High School. She has been presi'uill and Scroll then take their
council as boys' director of dent of her class for the past
'edge. Miss Martin presents the
three years and is president of
Savannah Valley District.
•holastic
Magazine - Awatrds.
Hill's safety projects included the 4-H 'Council in Oconee
county.
hose prizes are gieeri to the ladY
correction of 135 hatards.
As a sideline to her clothing
- A collection of 90 insects won
id airl who made the highest
top state recognition for Patter- projects she earns money
-erage grades on the current l
on, who has completed several creating costumes for dancing
aents tests.
school productions.
projects in entomology.
The Industrial Arts departrhent
mes the outstanding senior in
Mar awards are pre%led to those who won prizes in
aonual industrial art. exhibits.
Theo, awards con be attained
irT
•
hard work from the freshman
• •hnairh 0.0 senior year. The
t tail
Lts established
A "healthy" poster child assisted Americans still remain unpro,•in so that v,•orthy students may
G(vernor Bert Combs today in tected, thus preventing the idiso:
o
ladalic recognition.
0N:claiming January as New lute abolishment of the gfeat
crippler - POLIO.
March of Dimes Month.
ONLY SMALL ACCIDENTS
The drive will end Tuesday,
Pat O'Rear Barnard, 6, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. V. O. Barnard, January 30, 1962, with a house-to'Ihere were only a few minor
Jr.. of Frankfort, will ,represent house Mothers March. by 50,000
ordents reported in the Fulton
Mothers the fund-raising arm of The Na- volunteer Kentucky
a over the holidays.
tional FoUndation during Janu- grateful for the blessings of a
working preventative and hopeful
ary's March of Dimes.
A first grader at Capital Day that "Dimes-Will'Do It Again."

A iik' li ti.
.L..di

k

the first place winner In the
Home Decorations contest was the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Underwood on Wells Avenue in East
Fulton. The brick residence featured all-red Christmas lights.
Second _place winner . in the
home division was the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Nabors on Collins Street. Mr. and Mrs. M. H.
Warren, Paducah Drive, were the
third place winners.
In the business division, the
First Methodist Church was the.
first prize winner, while the Fulton Daily Leader won the second
prize.
The contest was sponsored by
the Beautificiation Committee of
the Twiti-Gities Development Association.
The prizes in the Home Decorations contest were 420, first
prize; $10, second; and $5, third.
In the Business Division, first
prize was $10 and second $5.
Out of town judges were James
C. Newton, Mrs. James A. Newton and Jerry Dorman, all of
Martin.
Mrs. W. F. Stewart is chairman
of the Beautification
Committee.

TV Sets For Schools
Is PTA Project
The West-Fulton P. T. A. has
important plans for the coming
year. The most ambitious of all
are the projects to raise money for
television sets, which will be placed in the Fulton schools. Educational programs will be viewed,
which will benefit all the students.
This branch of the P. T. A. has
333 members enrolled. The membership drive ended October 31
with a good record.
The officers for the coming year
are Mrs. Don Sensing, president;
Mrs. Lonnie Roper, first vicepresident; Mrs. Reginald Williamson, second vice-president; Mrs.
Earl Hefley secretary; and Mrs.
L. M. McBride, treasurer.
The president of the association
has said, "We have many projects
this year, but our most important
goal is cooperating with the teachers, and parents for the benefit of
the students."
imeisimw.www

TV REPAIR

on Carr Street. At first it was
thought the house on fire, but
finally it was discovered that the
furnace had "burned out". On another call over the holidays, the
South Fulton truck was called to
a small fire in the new addition to
the Park Terrace Motel.

All Makes and Models
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•

Wade Television
111 Lake St.

Phone 450

111111111111MB

"Glenmore
Please"
*Chill Filtered
Because

it

is

HALF

Complete Line

HearIng Air4 Batted&
h. all makes of henriug aids.
Vlsli our Hearing Alit
'nem at velar firs: opportunity.

CITY DRUG
10A, Lake Street

HOLIDAY ,FIRES
The South Fulton Fire Department was called out Tuesday at
1:05 p. m. tb a gras fire at 104
Enterprise. Over the holidays the
Fulton Fire Department was
called out to the Beadles home

CI
Olin's,

PINT

$1 5°

*Heaviness Is filtered out — only
smoother Bourbon softness is left W.
PO PROOF KY. STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

Distributtd By
Bryant Distr. Co.
Owensboro, Ky.

March Of Dimes Drive To Be Held
vsith Mrs. Wright As Chairman

(APPY NEW YEAR!

School: Pat's date of birth coincides with the announcement in
April 1955 that the Salk Vaccine
was safe, potent, and effective.
As a healthy poster child she
will symbolize the victory against
polio which has resulted in an
estimated 2,000 lives saved from
the crippler and killer. "Best
guesses" mathematically arrived
at, also put the number saved
from the crippling effects of polio
at 30,000.
Mrs. Hendon Wright is Fulton
County Chairman.
"Your Dimes Will Do It Again"
will be the 1962 theme as The
National Foundation continues its
research program to combat the
cripplers arthritis and birth defects. Arthritis affects over 11,000,000 Americans, and Birth Defects strike 1 out of every 16
babies born annually.
Governor Combs' Proclamation
urged Kentuckians to support this
urgent and important community
fund-raising campaign to the fullest extent.
The National Foundation reported that in addition to research
supporting polio prevention since
only sell Two Things--but Both 1938 over 78 percent of all 'dollars
them are good. Good Popcorn given by Kentuckians has been
locally ot assist with direct
id THE FULTON NEWS. Thanks spent
1 medical care for polio patients. In
your Patronage during 1961.'
i addition, expenditures have been
made for equipment maintenance
ion iron lungs and portable respirators, and vaccine promotion materials.
Onacorn Stand on Lake •Street
Although reduced by 90 percent from preaSalk years, many

EDMOND KHOURIE
SIMINIIIII•11111111=111111•1111Ma-

MEN - GET THAT JOB!!!
OPERATING
HEAVY EQUIPMENT SUCH AS — • BULLDOZERS •POWER
* SCRAPER
• DRAGLINES
SHOVELS
• GRADERS
*CLAM SHELLS
Thousands of additional Awn will he needed to operate the
HEAVY EQUIPMENT used to build the tie%‘ roads, subdivisions,
bridges, irrigation systems, pipelines, dams, missile sites, shopping centers, industrial parks, home sites, airfields etc in a
'
groo ing America.
'
Complete practical training on OUR modern machines à iVR
Resident Training Centers, gives you the background yo need
to get that JOB you want as a HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR: with the help of our NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
PLACEMENT SERVICE.
Mail coupon TODAY !!! for complete information.
UNIVERSAL EQUIPMENT OPERATORS SCHOOL
212 REPUBLIC BLDG., LOUISVILLE, 2, KY.
Name

Age

Street
City
Phone
CONTRACTORS

State
Hrs. at home
Information about our trained OPERATORS
available upon request

alimmentamagmentmemansparamissminn:

Xchange

I.

By Mary Bondurant
IIMIMMIIIMMOMMIMMINMEEMMEMENIMIME
"From The FHS Kennel"
The Health Post, West Paducah,
Kentucky.
"Do unto others as. you would
have them do unto you." Everyone has heard this great commandment and agrees it is a good
law if put to awork. But do we
ever consider applying this commandment at schools?
,
One of the most painful things
is to be the victim of gossip. High
school gossips have broken many
student hearts indifferentlY. If
you can't say something goOd
about someone—don't say anything. It is almost as bad to believe unfounded gosip as it is to
repeat it. Sharp tongues can easily
ruin a person's life.
The next time we start to judge,
how munch better to just repeat
the commandment — "DO UNTO
OTHERS."
• • • •
Canadian High News, Brampton. Ontariar
Professor: "Name the outstanding accomplMment ,of the Romans."
Student:
"They
understood
Latin."
• •. • •
Jack: "If you had hydrophobia,
what would you do?"
Jill: "I'd get a pencil and some
paper."
Jack: "What for?"
Jill: 'To make a list of the people I want to bite."
• • • •
Frank: "I don't know whether
to take a -job in a barbershop or
to spend my time writing novels."
Fred: "Toss a coin—heads or
tales."
• • • •
Mosiac, Andover High School,
Andover, Mass.
A Senior stood on the railroad
track
The train was corning fast;
The train got off the railroad
track,
And let the Senior pass.
EXPERIENCED WRITER
Editor—"Did you ever write
anything before?"
Authoress (Ann Bowers) "Oh,
yes, I write a True Confession
story once."
Editor—"Did the editor send
it back?"
Authoress "No, he carne all
the way from New York to Fulton
to meet me."

Fulton's Favorite Newspaper-by-mail

The News
is also available now at fourteen different locations conv6niently
located around Fulton.

This Iltzeelt and every week, THE
NEWS is on sale at:
Edmond's Popcorn Stand
Evans Drug Store
Fulton News Stana
Derby Cafe
Puckett Service Station
South Side Drug
Fulton Hospital
Hillview Hospital
Jones Hospital
The News Office

"All the local news of Fulton and its
trade area neatly summed up in one
big paper each week."
11/1=11.111r02r111V1.111MMNIMMINN

DON'T MISS AN ISSUE - - "if it
happens in the Ken-Tenn area, you'll
read all about if in THE NEWS".
On sale at all newsstands each Wednesday evening: 10c copy
Delivered to your mailbox each Thursday morning:$3 per year

The Fulton County News
Printers-- Publishers-- Rubber St amps -- Engraving -- Bookbinding
209 Commercial Avenue
Telephone 470

•

Radiation From
Milk Not Threat

NEW
ARRIVAL
DEPT.

11811

SENA

HOUSE OF REPRESENTAtIVES
CLERK OF
THE HOUSE

MEMEEKS

COMMITTEES OF
THE HOUSE

k

MEMBERS
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At the present time there is no
reason to be more concerned
Note: This chart shows the progress of
about fallout in dairy products
• bil originating in the lbws*. Steps
than about natural radioactivity
In parenthesis are optional and do nm
occur with most bills._
with which man has lived for
eons say scientists at the U-T
AEC Agricultural Research LabReference to
oratory. There is some radioactive
Committee
material in every quart of milk
purchased; but also there are bacteria and slight traces of some
Consideration
agricultural chemicals.
and Report
Dairy cows
consume large
amounts of roughages and convert
Ist Reading
Put on Calendar
this roughage into human food.
4
Since all animals continuously in2nd Reading
gest peacetime radioactive materPut on Order• of Day
ials. scientists must first determine the amount of each fission
3rd Reading
bit Reading
product which is passed into
Fig on Calendar
dairy products. Scientists then
_
must help farmers select sources
2nd Reading
Arrn-ndrnena
Put on Order. of Day
of amirnal food that contain low
Passage
amounts of those radioactive maTransmission
3ra Reading
terials which are readily passed
to Senate
into dairy products.
L
In two cases, radioactive maDebate.
terials which are non-essential
Amendment,
S•gned by
Pas age
(Concurrence
elements resemble elements which
•
Governor
in Senate
are nutritionally essential. These
(or vetoed).
Amendment)
Eatrulled
(Conferen..e
element pairs are strontium,
caliP7.
71
Committee/
act iitn tO
urn and cesium-potassium.
House
Children get considerably less
Signed by
Signed by
strontium with
their calcium
Pregick nt
Speaker
through a milk source than from
Filed rich
of Senate
retary
a grain or vegetable source. In
of State
the case of cesium, children
to
thi•
returned
•1 F.C1 vetoed by the Governor Is
would get approximately equal
house of origin with a statement of the grounds
amounts of cesium with their pofor the vela. It-may he passed over his vete by J
tassium from either source. It is
majority of mcnibers els. ted to each Ir.
known that a dairy animal will
use calcium in preference to
strontium, but will pass cesium
into milk slightly more readily
than potassium. Approximately 1
percent of the strontium an animal takes into her body will pass
into milk, whereas about onetenth of the cesium,and 4 to 12
percent of the iodine will pass inA very familiar face was absent
to milk.
at the last Clinic which was held
for handicapped children in Paeight ounces.
ducah. This was Dr. Orvil Miller,
IT'S A BOY!
who has been Staff Orthopedist
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Asbell of for the Commission for many
Fulton are the parents of a six years and who retired in July,
pound," eight ounce boy born at 1961.
3:06 a. m., -December 17 at HillDr. Miller held the first conview Hospital,
sultative clinic for the crippled at
Paducah in 1927. Since then he
has held clinics for nine counties
in West Kentucky every six
NEW irmrrzoN of the Deskb•aol, of Kentucky Economic Stamonths. He also served the handitistics, published by the State Itrpartment of Economic Develcapped in Etullitt and LaRue
opment, is examined. by Thunon ilarrison (eft), the departCounties and carried part of the
ment's director of economic 'research, and Coftunissioner E. B.
case load in Jefferson County.
Kennedy. The spiral-hound book Is designed as a convenient
While working in this capacity he
reference work of basic economic informatleo about the state.
Statistics are presented for the state as a to hole, for Kentucky
maintained a private practice as
cities and nietropotitan areas, for Kentucky counties and for
general practioneer in Louisville.
.the state's regional market area.
Dr. Charles R. Hoffman will continue in Dr. Miller's position as
staff Orthopedist at the Paducah
Clinics hi the future.
The people of Fulton County
wiAl to express their appreciation to Dr. Miller for his serviette
and wish him well in his returement, according to Mrs. Jerry
Braswell, local health nurse.

Mr. and Mrs. David Lassiter of
Dresden are the parent of an eight
pound, four ounce baby girl born
at 7:35 a. m., December 17 at
Jones Hospital.

IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Rozzell of
Route 3, Fulton are the proud parents of a seven pound, 12 ounce
baby girl born at 2:55 a. m., December 15 at Jones Hospital.

-

riff

IT'S A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hutchens of Fulton are the parents of a
seven pound, 14 ounce baby boy
born at 10:40 a. m., December 15
at Fulton Hospital.

IT'S A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson of
Fulton, Route 2 are the parents of
a son, Walter Ray Wilson, born
December 18 at 9:57 a. m. The
baby weighed seven pounds, five
ounces.

IT'S A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Morgan of
Paducah are the parents of a baby
boy born December 13 at 7:05 p.
m. The baby weighed six pounds,

Come to the

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE
. 100% AIR CONDITIONED
• FREE PARKING
• FREE TV IN EVERY ROOM
• 3 FINE RESTAURANTS
CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
• 1500 FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
•COMPLETELY REMODELED

_

Familiar Face
Absent From
Children's Clinic

Former Fultonian's
Design In Newsweek
SCOTT IITIIIMART
Inn.. Mr.

HOME OF

THE

COONS
Ja S2,11

FAMOUS

BELL.:. TAVERN

TIIANKS

for

your

patronage

during 1961!
.0
1

Meacham's Market

0

Commercial Avenue

,'iti4ittlislraT
tudrifiiiret;irles

A building designed by a former
Fultonian is pictured in the December 4 issue of Newsweek. The
photograph featured in the Carrier Air-Conditioning ad is one
designed by Clyde Hill, formerly
of Fulton, for the University of
South Florida, at Tampa.
He is the campus engineer at
this new school, and does future
planning fa- roads,
facilities,
placement of new buildings, etc.
WHO'S WORKING?
"From The FHS Kennel"
Mr. Martin to office girl: "Iwish you wouldn't whistle while
your work."
•
Office girl "That's 0. k. Mr.
Martin, I'm not working."

ONE FREE!
SUPPLEMENT BLOCK

207 Comm,2rcial

Phone 58

UAL KILLEBREW

pounds of

--Slip Covers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—Awnings, tarpaulins

SWIFT'S
MINERAL

Though both tight and hearing
are nearly gone, Mrs. Ethel Byrd,
,who remembers the Civil War,
s83;s she still is "enjoying fife."
She celebrated her 107th..birthday quietly Dec. 19 at her home,
in Paducah..
A birthday cake was sent to her
fromia Union City, Tenn., bakery
which has presented one to her
on every birthday since she was
100.

and her family moved to Fultor
At 21, she married James NA
Byrd, who was caretaker of May
field city schools for many year
He died in 1932.. •
Since 1938 she, has been livin
with her daughter, first in Fulto
and then, since last May, in Pa
ducah.
Mrs. Byrd believes her religiou
faith t-uis contributed to tier Ion life. Her membership is still In tro
Baptist Church in Mayfield. SK
attended the Fu.lton First liapti;
Church for many years unil sh
became Unable to go.

Mrs. Byrd moved to Paducah
last May from Fulton, where she
Jived many years. She lives with
her daughter, Mrs. S. L. Craver.
A new system of purchasin
Despite a major operation at the
age of 103, Mrs. Byrd enjoys re- salt and a new method of spreac
markable good health. A physician, ing it on highways covered wit
who examined her recently said snow and ice will save the Stat
wInter, the Kentuck•
her heart and blood pressure -re- $.167,000
semble those of a person 50 or 60 Department of Highways 1-e.orl
years old.
Nine days after her 103rd birthday, Mrs. Byrd fell and 'suffered
a fraRured hip, The bones Were
pinned in 'an operation that lasted
90 minutes. In 45 days She was
walking again.
Today she still gets around the
house pretty well with the help of
Mrs. Craver.
Mrs. Byrd was born near ICe.11ville on Dec. 19, 1854.'
She can recall how, as a little
girl, she was-Yankee soldiers raid
the family -farm, appropriating
food from. the. smokehouse and
the cornfields.
Her father, she recalled, triphide the best- food. The
Southern girl usually would Tun
away and hide until the sold!, r\s
left.
While she was still young, Ale

I

. . and best wishes for succes
,

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost •

and happiness.

FRY'S
AUTO PARTS

Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

108 Broadway
South Fulton, Tenn.
I

YEAR
OLD
WALKER'S I
DELUXE
\N

NUCLEAR EMERGENCY PLANNING for Keiltucky is the
function of the Advisory Council on Ethergeney Econiimic
Its. The Council
Stabilization recently named by Gov. Bert C
Will approve measures to insure necesf(ary food; transportaclothing, twinscommunications,
tion, shelter, medicine, power,
trial production, labor and banking until the Federal Government can take over such functions. At the Council's first
meeting, held in Frankfort, a proposed food ration card was
displayed by June Davis, coordinator for the Kehtucky Department of Agriculture. Others (from left) are Mrs. John Glenn,
Frankfort, of the Kentucky Department of Finance, elected
secretary of the Council; John F. Simons, GOneral Electric Co.,
Louisx ille, elected COUlleil chairman; and Kentucky Finance
Commissioner Robert Matthews. Jr., coordinator for the State
Government,

\\

The elegant straight bourbon that's
aged twice a•: 14 tog a hit of others.

'
8••

Enjoy extra yearS of mellowness
at no extra cost.

/'
SIRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY • 8 YEARS TO • 868 PROOV/
HIRAM SALO 8 SONS INC , PEORIA2.1_,S,/:
,

S. P. MOORE & CO.
-JAMES HAZELWOOD

with purchase of 100

the Fulton News, Thursday, Dec. 28, 1961

Mrs. Ethel Byrd, At 107, Is
'Enjoying Life' She Reports

CLERK OF COMMITTEES OF ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICJALS
THE SENATE THE SENATE

t•

ITS A GIRL!

450

STEPS IN PASSAGE OF

(Bag or block)

Mrs. Clark Gable
Orders Item From
Local Company

owned by john Simrell.
Mrs. Gable had purchased one
of the steamers and liked it So
well that she ordered five more
to give as Christmas gifts to
friends this year. Mrs. Gable, wife
of the late famous actor, placed
her order through Mr. Simrell's
agent in California.

PERSONAL LOANS TO

Mrs. Clark Gable of Hollywood
has ordt.aTil five Jiffy Steamers
Advertise in The News, for the
from the Jiffy Steamer Manufacturing Company of Fulton, best results.

All you need is a bottle opener!
HELP

CORRECT

mineral

de-

ficiencies in your livestock. Take'
advantage of this free offer! (Ex-

ENJOY A WHISKEY SOUR
any time...any place!

pires Dec. 30th).

,,
,
l'
LIQUOR
10
AND MIXER
•
'
ALL IN ONE - ..
BOTTLE!
' OPEN...

AChtti.Val Sons
East State Line

Phone 202

Auto - Furniture - Signature

i
A404
\
POUR...
_

WHISKEY

sot

ENJOY... \ JENKrws
WNISlity ooga

JENKINS

LIQUOR DRINKS

75 P5501. ROM SPIRITS CORPOR411011. ITO

25 MONTHS TO PAY

Fulton Loan.Co
204 MAIN ST.

MIRLIITSTA. ItN.

PHONE 658

The Fulton News, Thursday", Dec. 28, 1961
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CLASSIFIED ADS
CV REPAIR: all make. and models
;killed personnel, prompt service,
technicians for
actory-trained
ilack-and-white and color. "SerAce is our business". Merryman
215 Main Street,
enhances,
Alone 126,
V ANTEN Latta: we install—
trade--repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
Phope 307 Roper Television
!`V Antennas: quick and efficient
nstallation service; all types.
1,Ierryman Appliances, phone 126,
7ulton.
'OR REN t Fiool sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co

WE

RENT - - - -

Hospital beds
- Bally beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton. Ky.
'hone 103

PTA COMMENDED
The West Fulton P-TA has been
invited to exhibit its membership
posters and also the many newspaper articles that were written
concerning the enrollment campaign at the State Convention to
be held in Paducah in April. Mrs.
Jimmy Sissbn is the publicity
chairman of the local group.
CARD OF THANKS
I would like to thank all my
friends for their many cards,
flowers and other expressions of
kindness during my recent illness
and operation at Norton Memorial
Infirmary in Louisville. May God
bless each of you.
K. P. Dalton, Sr.
SOUTHERN AIRWAYS
phone (LTC)
TUrner 5-9121
Daily ,Schedule
DC-3 service from Union City
To Memphis
Lv 5*5 p. m.
kTo Nashville .... Lv-10:25 a. m.

RUSSELL BOAZ
Painting and paperhanging
contractors _
111111

••=110

.111.11•1

Benj. MoorePaints
- Wallpaper

When It s

Real Estate in Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W.BURROW

Phone 1610
McDowell St., S. Fulton

Mont 61

09 Walnut

'arm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans
-The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times

FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
---

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

Across from
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

For The
s.

BEST .
CLEANEST

OPEN 6:45 — PHONE 12
THURSDAY—FRIDAY
THE AUTHENTIC - - - FANTASTIC STORY OF
THE WORLD'S FIRST
ROCKET- SHIP - - - -

USED FURNITURE
buy it at

ACTUALLY rnAvim /N SPACE!
X1

EXCHANGE

TEDimixor
SMI
Yostal

Furniture Company

1.11711EHMS4

SATURDAY TIIRU TUESDAY
Continuous Showing on
MONDAY NEW YEAR'S DAY

- TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of It,
but with on
of our LowCost, three
payment plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

WAir
DiSNEY

Wick Smith Agency
24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 160

144
" "."'.
tga
31*

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery
%Wel•WY •111 IY••••

• •WM amo 1.•••••

MID - NIGHT
Show - Sunday Nite
ONLY — 11 P. M.!
ALL SEATS .... 750

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-3
Fulton
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

Westpheling Re-Appointed Member
Of Economic Development Commission
members

Integraton Order 'Shticks' Officials

Art Contest For
Students Being
Conducted Here

Les Giddings Named Chairman Of
Fulton Planning Commission

GLENMORE
VODKA

and

FU LTQN

communities located west of the
Cumberland River.
•
(Continued iron; page one
of,
meetings
The
first
of
aseries
cab Princeton...i,,4srow and Fulton: I see n reason for the meet- to explain its purpose and plans
of procedure was held at Ballard
ing you refer to in your letter.
"Furthermore, Kentucky Utili- Memorial High School December
ties Co. will oppose, with all 21. Good attendance was report.
means available to it, any further ed.
Most of the towns located in
effort on the part of. any organito bethtown;
Gov. Bert Combs has re-appointed 18
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Farm Bureau
Members Meet
At Ky.Lake

PRICES

Fifty-nine Farm Bureau members from- 14,counties in the first
congressional district met at
Kentucky Dam Village on December 18 to discuss legislation with
Congressman Frank .Stubblefield,
Murray.
A broad farm program that is
voluntary, free and competitive
with safegusrdS to provide a free
market system was described to
the Congressman as being Farm
Bureau's goal by Hilery Deweese,
Hickman County Farm Bureau
president.
Proposals to insure that the control of schools remain in the
hands of local people and to
change the social security program were mentioned by Mrs. Joe
Paul Westpheling, right, was invited to White House by President
Moore Ballard County and H. E. Kennedy for luncheon and discussion on world
situation.
Luttrell, McCracken County.
Congressman Stubblefield encouraged Farm Bureau to get all
of its commodity groups moving
down the same line. He advised
the group that he has a bill .prepared and ready to introduce to
make a national recreation area
between Kentucky Lake and the
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lake to be formed by Barkley
Dam on the Cumberland River.
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Mr. Businessman ...

$/140
--r 4/5 Qt.
$140
•1/2 Pt.
JOHN SULLIVAN
promoted and trarisferred to
California with FerrN Morse

Glenmore Distilleries Co.
Louisville and Owensboro,
Kentucky

JOIN OUR 1962 CHRISTMAS
CLUB
TODAY!
Save a little each week
and have the- CASE
next Christmas to buy
your gifts

You may join our 1962
Christmas Club anytime, but NOW is the
best time because the
new Club has just
started.

CASH IN HAND ... MEANS
A Happier Holiday For All

hand.

ALL THE WONDERFUL

START THE NEW
YEAR RIGHT: modernize
your office!
Plan your New Year's Eve at the
DERBY, where you'll greet old
friends and enjoy informal dining at
THE BUFFET, served from 5 p. m.
••

With The Nations
No. 1 Twist Stars!

Fireproof Files — Desks — Chairs — Safes Liberal
allowance for your old equipment on trade-in.

Harvey Caldwell Company
RONNIE WARD
Entertaining

No matter what your year-end plans may be, they
will all cost money! The best way to insure that you
have money to carry out ALL your plans is with
regular deposits in a Christmas Club account. It
pays off on cash!

"Drive-in Office Outfitters"
Corner Walnut and Plains Sts. — Fulton, Ky.
TELEPHONE 674

This is only ONE of the many services we offer
you ... feel free to come in anytime and let us discuss your needs!_

FULTON BANK
Member: F. Di I. C.

